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Finally,, 
it's over  
TERRACE --At~,.the end of week's round, Johnson saidR 
what she descri~i!~ "an in- resulted from 64 ballots being 
teresting morning', ~.it fell to rejected by Supreme Court 
local returning officer Elaine judge'Douglas Wetmore who 
Johnson to decide that Danny conducted the recount. 
Sheridan will' i'etaln his seat on Citing an appeal court deci, 
city council(~ : :;~:~i~i ':' '!~ sion, Wetmore threw out every 
Under the ElectiOn Act, one not marked with an 'X 'and 
,Johnson had to cast. the tie- ones not marked in the correct 
breaking vote w.h.en 8 W.ed. l !e  s "  square on the ballot sheet, she 
day , ,Dec ,  19 Judlelalxecount.of.-.,. added. 
.aldermanic ballots determined Asked how "a returning of- 
incumbent Danny Shefldanand 
newcomer Adrian .Van:de. 
Mosselaer had each received 732 
votes. 
"You never expect it to hap- 
pen, so yon can joke about it," 
she commented later. "When it 
happened it "wasn't such a 
joke." 
For the candidates, it was the 
end of a month-long wait to 
find out who would fill the sixth 
and last seat on council. Figures 
announced on election night, 
Nov. 17, had Sheridan in fifth 
spot with 780 votes followed by 
Darryl Laurent (775) and Van 
de Mosselaer (766). 
Those figures changed 
significantly at a subsequent re- 
count requested by Van de 
Mosse laer  when it was 
ricer decides which way to cast 
the tie-breake r, Johnson said 
the same way anyone ~oted. 
"It's a private, personal deci- 
sion." 
Because only 50 votes 
separated fourth from seventh, 
Rick King's and Laurent's votes 
were also recounted. Their final 
figures were King 761 (795 on 
election night), Laurent 745 
(77S). 
Front runners in the Nov. 17 
election were Ruth Hallock, Mo 
Takhar and Bob Cooper. Coun- 
cil can now appoint aldermen to 
various committees now that a 
• final decision has been reached. 
The recount process took 
four hours. There was no 
'estimate of its cost to the pro- 
vincial government. 
discovered an error in addition 
at one polling station had 
resulted in Sheridan being 
credited with 46 votes rather 
than the correct figure of 36. 
They changed further when 
Johnson rejected 12 ballots, 
seven more than had been set 
aside as spoilt on election night. 
The new count showed Laurent 
now fifth with 768, Sheridan in 
sixth with 766 and Van de 
Mosselaer still in seventh but 
ecyc l ing  .... too s:oon for r Bit.i That prompted Van de i I . ! i. 7 " . Mossclaer to call for a judicial ~ ~ _ : : 1 1  . . . .  " ,  : ~: :~  : : " recount. Originally scheduled 
~E~CE a l  There isn't yet .m~ket demand for.irecycled a' meet Rs :strength requirements what• I understand is the desire, wasf°r DeC.postponed4 in PrinCewhenRUpert,a heavyit 
. theltechnol0gy available: to use ' paper products:to continue and.. would come from envelope or ~iof your council," he said. - snowfall prevented the p f l n - ~ _ ~ i ~ :  i1 - '  '~
,.. recycledl paper iin..the k indof  f r0m .ii . that , : i  gr0wing ' letterhead.cuttings andthe only : ' 
p01p.ahd paper.mill a company • i technologlcall research into•the place it:ci~ now. buy that from .... Council here has asked Oren- cipalSExplalnlngfrOm gettingwhy S erldant° th t citY.and 
• ~van~s :tO develop inl the n0r~i:~. fie! d,i!! • !".:.~ ..!:.:. j : " is in California,said Foster, dafor.a meeting to discuss:the Van de Mossdaer had both 
ttlWest,i. Says : a companyT. ~ltliough:.rec 
i Spokesman. ~ ' :~-i i .~ /~ :"C ': i alreadYi iVailabl 
:iFrank F6ster70~ :~ b}ie~da :":: ~str6n~g ienotigh 
i/~fest" Prdducis ~said: thdle is:  furnish:¢ir kind 
:'::i' i~ wi!L be' several years:bef0re'ihe " c°ntihUedi~ i ' !~ ~: 
iesearch ur~derway ~ but:/that it .-Wil!ineed f0rlit~S; 
~iHeWds responding tosuues- ~ dude magtl~ne,¢ 
tlon~i by  alderman Rick King .ing* fibre 'it: alri 
tiiatOrendaincorporate recyled li~cnee!n.th~:st 
i)aper in its planned mill • just do.that b} 
soUth0fMeziadm, ~ i'i : i .betweenl~t~ 
i '?,We just can't makelsuch a i :Butd)e~ 
C0mmltmeht ~ ~t ihis time. We be 'il0ng i; 
. . . . .  =tolook slrengthe~ don't think we,ll be able . . . . . . . . . .  
:led paPer ,,, is, ,"And that doesn't address subject. 
: iCwon't be 
i i~r.ov!de !he" :  " "  "':17 
fallen more than :30 votes in last 
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tse ~ first 6fOte~: 
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JANUARY brought the first heavy snows of the win~er, :resulting,in this accident on theSande Over- 
pass. A loaded fuel tanker failed to negotiate the corner of the overpass leading onto Keith Ave. There 
were renewed calls for an alternative to the overpass and as spring approached, the highways ministry 
announced it was studying the traffic situation along the highway as it passes through thecity. 
February 
Too much of the school 
board's business is done behind 
closed doors, and that makes 
people suspicious, said the 
board 's  chairman,  Edna 
Cooper. 
Cooper, who hinted she 
would take steps to open up the 
board when she was elected, 
said moving the school board 
toward a more open committee 
system would help reduce what 
she c~ls the public s fear of the 
unknown. , . . . . .  
Bert Orleans reopened 
negotiations with the provincial 
lands branch in an effort to add 
nearly 100ha to his current 
holdings at Mount Layton 
Hotsprings. 
"k 'k "k "t. ~/" ~" 
Fifty-fwe local families 
benefitted in 1989 from a new 
program to collect maintenance 
arrears from separated spouses, 
and officials predict almost $10 
million will be collected in 1990. 
.k *" "k" ~" 't- 'k 
Skeena Sawmills blamed a 
shortage of economically priced 
logs for its decision to lay off 45 
employees. 
The layoffs will reduce the 
number of shifts from three to 
two. The mill had been 
operating with three shifts since 
1986. 
• k ~r ,  "k 'k ,  
Highways ministry officials 
have refused to release perfor- 
mance ratings of the private 
companies now doing road 
work, saying the rating system 
is complicated and might be 
misunderstood by the public. 
• k ~" t" "k "k * 
Northern Native Broad- 
casting had its budget cut by 
almost $90,000, which is 16 per 
cent of its operating budget, 
when the federal budget was an- 
nounced. 
Municipal taxes will be going 
up an average five percent, said 
mayor Jack Talstra. 
,0 r**  ~..k 
The Kitimat-Stikine regional 
district was asked if it would ac- 
cept shares in the Shames 
Mountain Ski Corporation as 
~ payment for.,the Kitsumkalum 
Mountain s~ hill equipment i
sold to the corporation i  1986. 
In other efforts to finance the 
ski project, the Shames Moun- 
tain (VCC) Ski Corporation, 
which is a venture capital cor- 
poration offering tax credits of 
up to 30 percent of an invest- 
ment, increased its investors 
from four to nine. 
There are 50 spots open in the 
corporation at $5.000 a piece. 
,k "k "k 'k ,k "k 
A government report on the 
road into the Iskut Valley said 
companies with mines there will 
benefit most from the proposed 
road, but Bill Price of Skyline 
Gold said the road will also 
benefit he communities servic- 
ing the valley - -  Smithers, Ter- 
race and Stewart. 
Price said northwest com- 
munities should support the 
mining companies and start lob- 
bying for the road which could 
benefit logging companies, B.C. 
Hydro and the tourist industry. 
The report said the two min- 
ing companies most heavily in- 
volved in the valley --  Skyline 
Gold and Cominco -- should 
pay 75 percent of the estimated 
$12.5 million cost to build the 
road. 
The revised figures for the 
proposed "library expansion 
pushed the costs over l the 
million dollar mark, and the 
provincial government was ask, 
ed to come up with one-third of 
that amount in the form of a 
GO B.C. grant for $353,I00. 
,k ,# ,A. ~ . ,  Ot 
Particularly bad winter 
weather, which caused the three 
major northwestern airports to 
close at various times during the 
year, played havoc with airline 
schedules as flights were 
cancelled or rerouted, and peo- 
I J y ] > a nua r 
• i . . . .  
investigators may soon be called 
off the case. 
Two men were killed in tile 
explosion at Newhawk's  
Sulphurets project. A reward of 
$25,000 for information was 
posted at one time. 
Twenty-one local teachers 
who refused to join the Terrace 
because they say: the intent of 
the law was that the licence 
became invalid as soon as the 
~sistant guide was fired. 
******  
Revenue Canada wants 
refunds it paid to Lakelse Lake 
residents under the northern tax 
benefits scheme returned -- 
with interest. pie found themselves stranded. 
- - - Lakelse Lake residents say One man was ~ussea!rom 
Terrace to Prince Rupert; Uack . they received contradictory 
to Terrace, then to Smithers and reports of what areas were 
described as Lakelse in the nor- 
back to Terrace - -  all in one day them allowance benefits guide. 
and all in the effort to get to 
Vancouver. In the letters sent to lake 
, * * ,  * *  residents, Revenue Canada 
An angling guide who hires defined Lakelse as the railway 
• point along the CN railway line assistants cannot later: revoke . . _ . , . . . .  
. . .' • oetween Ierrace ann Kiumar, • thenr hcences, a Terrm ej~d~e . _ .,,~, - ,~ . . . .  .,,,,~e . . . .  
l w ~ " "~ : 'o  on ..~eslaeni# sa~ ruled ast eek when h i~- ,  ~,,t~!,=, ~ .;..~. ,: .. , .~ ,  .. 
ted an a~i.~tartt ariel ~f,;~'/i,..~p'pq~e[,,sm~,~necalle~etax- 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ~ ~ u t , ~ w ~  : . . . . . .  "~  '~-'" " " ' "~  . . . . .  ,V . . "~; I  ' " " ' 
charged with illegal g ~n~"~:'"'~Fati, o.W~!°ffiee::~':Su .rr.ey. ~,~, was 
• : . . . . .  >'%.'~-.;:~,..<',~'. [i:.tlit~laRe, tfi ;~ ,.~.~',~~', anghng gu,de Andre, ~l~shton'. . ,. ~ ,,, ,, , .w, ~. ,~. , . .~_.~<~'~, .>.', 
fired ins assxstant gin( ~eorge " : '  ''"4'~'''<r""~'"~:')~)'~'~'~t'*''"<~'~:~'Y:::' 
Springel, giving him notice •of RCMP said their investiga- 
the cancellation of his license, tion ]nto the 1989 explosion at a 
But conservation officers gold mine 
want that 
District Teachers Association 
(TDTA) must become union 
members by June 30 or lose 
their jobs,  says T D T A  
spokesman Greig Houlden. 
"They'll be expected to either 
join or find employment 
elsewhere," he said. 
Plans to install . condom 
machines in  Northwest Con~- 
mUnity~ CoHeg~ ~ washrooms. 
went on ho ld  bemuse the cof-. 
ldgds student Society Cbuidh',t: '~ 
afford them. ~ " ~i: ~! 
Alternately, the association 
was considering having con- 
doms sold in campus candy ven- 
ding machines but became wor- 
project north of ried about its liability if the 
machine ripped the packages.. loophole closed Stewartis., : .  ,:., ata,• dead end and. that., : : '  .: : ' . . . .  - ~" ~:!i 
'A former; Terrace teai:her was declined :by the RCMP. .... 
Committed for trial on nine * ***  * i*  
counts of sexuall: offences~ Local" Chicken' farmer, rSt~ 
agaln'st y0ung'girls. Kinkead, who had been ch~ged 
The charges, which were s ix  sever~ times by  the pro~ncial 
counts of indecent assault, one government, investigatedi'~b}; 
count Of sexual assault, and two health'officials and criticize~! bY 
'c6tmts of. having sexual inter- his neighbours over the dispo~a! 
course with a female under the of chzcken manure, has found~a 
age of 14, invoive Seven girls way to turn chicken man'm~in- 
whom were under 14 at the time to profit - -  composting. ! '!~*~ 
of thealleged offences. Kinkead will be recycling 
• * * * * * .manure by composting it, mix- 
Appfications by companies ing~tt_ap~l .is~elling it ~i.~igh~,. 
for guarantees to noi'th~,~s~ quality potting soil. He Said thK .... 
SKEENA J UNIOR Secondary students ended a 30-hour juice fast to 
raise money for third world development with healthy slices of piz- 
za. That's Ryan Prinz, Nell Papais and Kevin Oates enjoying their 
first solid food after the fast. 
TERRACE COMMUNITY BAND added some musical weight to its 
sound, in February with the purchase of a $2,300 double B flat 
tuba. Kent Taylor demonstrates versatility on the instrument during 
one practice session. 
After another spectacular, [ a t  , , , ,  I 
record-setting year with the 
Simon Fraser University Clan, 
Terrace's Micheile Hendry was 
given one of the highest 
honours in North American col- 
legiate women's basketball - -  a 
place on the All-American 
team. 
SFU head coach, Allison 
McNeili, says Hendry "is the 
best all-round player in our 
25-Year history." 
• k ~ .k ,  .A. ~r 
Agroup of Caledonia Senior 
Secondary School students 
pressured the school board into 
holding a public meeting on in- 
stalling condom machines in 
schools. 
The  decision followed a 
presentation from the group 
whom accused' the :board of 
avoiding the issue by not 
discussing it. 
pulpwood were contradictory, program will probably generate 
Two of the applicants aid as. much revenue as the farm 
there isn,t enough wood as it is itself. ~ 
and want to protect their ex- , * ' k , ,  "~ 
isting operations, one wanted to Parents of one class of 
expand and the other wanted to Clarence Michiel Elementary 
build a new mill. School students ay they don't 
Skcena Cellulose says it wants want their children taking part 
the guarantee to feed a planned in what the school calls 
$750 million expansion of its "cooperative learning", a 
Port Edward pulp mill while system whereby classes are 
Orenda Forest Products wants broken into smaller groups. 
to build a pulp mill near Parents said, the method, 
Stewart. which is a forerunner of the 
• , ,  ~ * ,  education ministry's Year 2000 
Terrace RCMP's sexual program, may work well in sup- 
assault case load doubled from porting students who have trou- 
1989 to 1990 because of an in- ble, but is being done at the ex- 
creased awareness of sexual pense of overachieving 
assaults, said police, students. 
Crown counsel said the high , -~ .k , ,  .k 
caseload doesn't represent an The newest wood processing 
increase in actual incidents, but facility in the area has processed 
shows that more victims are its first log . . . .  
coming forward than have in Kalum Wood Products, a 
the past. partnership of Stave River 
• * ,  * **  Forest Products and  Skeena 
A delegation from Terrace ci- Cellulose, processes logs which 
ty council presented a proposal although have rotten sections, 
to  the RCMP subdivision's also contains enough good 
superintendent to relocate its wood for timber. 
regional headquarters, which is The rotten sections are ship- 
currently in Prince Rupert, to ped to Skeena Cellulose's pulp 
Terrace. mill at Port Edward for use as 
The proposal was eventually hog fuel. 
The  School 's student 
newspaper; BearTrap, con- 
ducted aSurvey ~,hich : f?~d86 
per cent*of Students • in f~vour of 
puRin~grc0nd0m machld~(in ~he 
school;• ! :: 
A new angling guide policy, 
which sets limits on the number 
of guides operating on a 
specified river, the number of 
clients guides can take out dur- 
ing the season and what it will 
cost each to fish on restricted 
waters, will be impossible to en- 
force, said a local advisory 
board, 
The board said the environ. 
ment ministry must hire more 
conservation officers because 
the tWO now here can't cover the 
large amount of territory under 
their jurisdiction. 
,k , . k ,  .k,k 
tional efforts on alcohol abuse. 
Backing up the project is a 
one-hour video documentary 
written by the Terrace Writers 
Guild and produced and edited 
by Skeena Broadcasters which 
also taped and edited Project 
Squeeze. 
W,k ,  Or ~t .  
An atea drug crackdown 
revealed an increase in hashish 
use in Terrace, RCMP said. 
"There is certainly a lot of 
drug activity in town," said 
Cpl, Don Woodhouse. 
• t. W ~. ,k ~ t. 
Local teachers charged the 
school: board lied when it an- 
Skeena Junior: Secondary nounced that money had been 
Schoors drama production on budgeted for a six-per cent in. 
the use and abuse of alcohol • crease in teachers'/~Saiaries and 
among young people, Project bedeflts When i~e~'a~rlved at 
Squeeze, waS put'onto video ith, e bar~nin8 meetings to find APRILBROUGHT with It the conclusion of the expansion project at the pool, LNeguaros ulauoJa urana :-. 
cassette to be used as part or' a :  benef i tS 'not" inc lud~: ,~, , the  in. and SCOtt, Peden pose at one end of the nearly.completed pool addition. Construction also resulted !i~.al ~,, ~,~ :,. 
school's o1" :P ro~s"  edu~:!~61~e~!:~i~ii~iii~:i~i.~:~!!~'ii!~.~:i~;ii'ii'ii; ~~ ; :ne ........ •'*~el~:'h~ :  ...... ftlhg"L"room; . . . . . .  and a sauna;; The official opening took r p ace: 'later In•the year , '  " ~. . . . . . . .  .~-*• ='::~>~i~':~:;';i~*L'~i'<:~;~•'*'::'•r:~--". ..... ~.~ ~'~ . . . . . .  ,.., W ...... g . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . .  , .......... ~',<~ 
• .• : :+ .  
++ 1990 
i 
The Year in R++eview 
~: " ~ Investigat°rs tried using hYP I May 
~! :/po.~is to draw out new informa- 
* ! ion  from • the s~zrvivors of a 
go ld  mining project explosion 
north of Stewart hat ki l ledtwo ~ " ' 
miners, but were unsuccessful "' 
% 
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i~ us¢ .the miner's suffered because to promote the con- contracting the AIDS virus. ~e  trauma oecause 0~ me ,:struction of affordable housing. . . . . .  * *+W * * * 
~ +'~1; " : '  '+ :" l ' 'l' '+" ~ :~ 'l + "': m + l ' " "  +:+''1 ' ~ :~ 'l' ( '  " Healso feJt there are perhaps I t  may never rival Palm SpP- 
+ "+ '+ + ~, ~+~+1989;blast:t0ok place at :~", ' ..... ~ in s but Ter~r "" ' ' ++" + 
• N~+k'~ ?: $,a~huret/; ;:;+aoid ~' too. many by-laws and, regula- g, a e coul~ oneday 
mi i~ '~c i~;~l~ ' ,  ,> ~?.~_  :t ions" h inder ing  'hous ing  become the:+i'efi/emefit :centre 
:+ ¢VCI¢~I I I I¢ I I L  ~ I IU  13 '+g l l¢  . . . . .  ' . . . .  : "" . . . .  : ' '  " " " " . . . .  +,,,+~;,+. +~,- , . . . . ,  _ , , : ; _ :  development, for. the region because.there 
SUO~:~,t'Ot!:an l tenslvel (L;Ml . ' . l ! :  '~-,,~.~..r ~. ;e l  *h+. ;o ; fv  ehn ' la  man~; seniors :~-e :"not +n;-o 
. . . . . . . .  e . . . . . . .  r " + : " "  . . . . .  ensure-rovision was made for south anymore.because its too 
: ~!:,,:i:~-.,~,i~* ' *~:  .~i" .  '!,- affordable housing in its corn- expensive to live there, said City 
;£ertacel seniors ,n~=d: oetter  ',, . ,.: . s-okesman Dou -~ S--ith r ~+  ........ r ' ' " ;":'' . . . . .  + musty  pzan.. ,.- v s+ ~,. • 
t ansportaUon, more housing . . . . . .  " • ' ; " • • . . . . . . .  ++0 '~r ~ '+ ~/'*'* ' an+,~,~ ...... .. . ..... . . . . .  wwwwww . . . . .  +,'".. " . . . . .  
• ' da  central office for infor . . . . . .  . ' .... ,' Skeeni~ C . . . .  ' ' 
m/itib:n + +decided a meetin • Condom machmes, houldn t ,, , eUulose mcreased ~ts 
.>.., '  . . . . . . .  . . , g" , • be installed injunior andisenior trecplanting in  1990 because 
::,wnat we ate ZOOXing at IS " . • ,_ . . . . . . . . . . . .  natural re en se~s: ' : : fo r ' :  Seniors So" the" secondary schools, stud ama-  . . g eratmn of some 
• d0n ' th ;vetomove w ; ' " t~ jo r i ty .o f  people attend~g'.~ logs=d off areas hadn't worked: + 
. . . . . . . . . .  . a ay.ano nublic meeting on the'issue The increase, from 1.2 
convince other seniors to move - + ' Most of the 15 speakers million to 1.74•:miilion se.edl- 
hei'e~:" !:s'ald meeting organizer, m'gued chastity outside of mar: ings, will go to areas cut in 1987 
D0~gsmith" riage and fidelity as the best way which had inadequate natural 
Tl~'eprovincialgovemment i s  o keep local teenagers from regrowth. 
staff~+~:t0n°('l~rbViding~adequatelyen°ughm°neYmonitor °r `~:' i i:. i+. + . !., il ' . ' . '! ~, .o 
mini~g:i!..development~ in  ,jkthe . "; B:C. :i Wildlife i Federation" ::I ' i. • . 
north~ Which"could mean,iong spokesman Gil,Payne,attacked ./:J : + ,.. i!- I *- 
term:' trouble, for the environ- provincial " prbsecutoi~,;.for.. [ ,: " 
sent!, sa ida  regional district deciding 'to"drop •.mbose. [. : ~":, 
direci6r. " poaching Charges recommended :; 1: , r+ " ,"+:' : 
AS.MAY took hold, work was finished on the new combined services building at the airport. That's air- 
port firefighter Michel Grandbois outside the new structure which contains the airport's firefighling 
vehicles and other equipment. It's also the new home for the facility's mechanics. The cost of the 
build!ng was $2 million. 
Re 
Noting the environment 
ministry had only one habitat 
• protection officer for an area 
extending from Bella Coola to 
the Yukon border and the 
'Queen Charlotte Islands to 
Houston, Dan Pakula said Vic- 
toria had failed to react to the 
"mineral explosion" taking 
place in the northwest. 
The Terrace Youth Centre 
closed its doors and its 
organizer has moved to Vic- 
toria. 
,'We're just not getting any 
funding - -  federally or provin- 
cially," said spokesman Diana 
Wong. +'We just couldn't keep 
it going anymore, but it's not 
for lack of trying." 
Ter race  a lderman Bob 
Cooper said a housing advisory 
commission should be formed" 
against hree Nasa Valley men. ;, 'dedicated a piece of land adja- 
The prosecutors did so 
because the men are native and 
might have taken the animals 
for food, district conservation 
officer Peter Kalina said. 
But Payne said, " It 's plain 
and simple poaching. I f  we 
want to put the resource first, 
everyone should be treated 
equ~y under the law." 
City council's proposed com- 
munity/conference centre needs 
provincial help to get built, 
mayor Jack Talstra said while 
releasing preliminary di'awings 
for the facility which is expected 
tO COSt $4-$4.5 million. 
He estimated that half of the 
money would have to come 
from the provincial government 
for the planned 28,000 square 
foot facility. 
cent to the courthouse as a site 
for the centre. 
Daniel Joseph Bruneau was 
sentenced to three and a half 
years in prison for the Nov~ 11, 
1988 killing of l?-year-old 
Crystal Hogg. 
Bruneau, 29, killed Hogg 
after applying a "sleeper" hold. 
Her body was dumped at  the 
airport. 
Bruneau was first charged 
with second degree murder but 
pleaded guilty to manslaughter. 
That came after the trial 
judge found the RCMP did not 
inform Bmneau of his rights in 
language he could understand 
" before the man confessed to the 
crime. 
• /r 'k "~ 'k ~ 'k 
Th~ ,federal fisheries,, depart- 
The : 'c ity has' + al+readY., m.e~(i~cOmidering esti~bfishing 
a hatchery on the upper Skeena 
River to boost low coho stocks, 
said David Gri~.gs of the depar- 
ment's Salmom~ Enhancement 
Program. 
He said fishery managers in 
the region have been warning 
for some time that certain coho 
stocks are "in very bad shape," 
and that help is needed. 
The forest service wants to 
reduce or eliminate the visual 
effects of logging along well- 
travelled portions of northwest 
highways, says the local forests 
district manager. 
It'll do that by developing a
policy that can be applied across 
the region, said Brian Downie; 
"We've been looking at land- 
scape logging on a cutblock by 
cutblock basis and we've either 
enough,'! :he said. 
A judge overturned the 1988 
acquittal of a Quebec resident 
charged with fishing with more 
than one point on a honk while 
visiting Stewart. The man had 
said he couldn't read the 
English-only fishing regulations 
he was charged with violating. 
In striking down the decision 
the judge said ignorance of the 
law is no excuse for violating it. 
• k "k "k Or "k dr 
The Tahtlan Tribal Council 
said it wants guaranteed con- 
tracts for jobs and training if 
there •is to be any development 
in the gold-rich Iskut Valley 
area.  
Pat Etzerza from the council 
said the Iskut Valley is in its 
land claims area, and so should 
expect benefits from its use. He 
said the council will consider 
court action but only as a last 
resort i f  negotiations for 
benefits fail. 
Brian Downie 
ment on anew contract with its 
hourly-paid employees which 
will see average wage rates 
climb 13.5 per cent over the next 
two years. 
-k ~ ,k,k,k ~ 
The owners of Thornhill's 
private water utility company' 
said it needs an exemption from 
been accused of.be~g:~t(~. :~n-~,~ ...... . . . . . * **  .......... the GST or it will haveto charge 
sitive or not ;~b~~'sensifive::'~-.......,... The"'city:'reached ~n agree~" ' the seven per cent tadff.- 
+ 
Totem Furniture will be 
closed December 25 & 26 
Hol idaysAnd the 27 -.. 
to prepare for their... 
i 
+ANNUAL YEAR END CLEAROUT SALE! 
Take Advantage Of 
TAL STOREWIDE SAVINGS I 
.... . . . . . . .  During tl is i! 
L THREE DAY EVENT! I I NA . . . .  
Fri Dec 28 Sat Dec 29 Mo, 
i'.!"i  :TOtom'Furniture Will.Be • " 
• . + ..... i!i open to Save YOU Money! .++ 
Saturday,,Dec, 29  ' 9:a,m,~-- 6 p,m,+: : ~ ,. LTD ~'~ ~ 
Monday,Deo; 3 !  ,,~ 9a:m,  ~,5  p,m,:.i ::i,:i ~ ;  ' ' ..... ~: """""- " . . . . . . . . .  + A P P L I A N C E  
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%!i Worthy presen T5 
I t  is,they say, more fun to give than to Ru l~,  a good book and a pillow. With 
rccewe. With that in mind, here's a sug- those uncertain weather conditions, air 
gested list. passengers could find themselves landing 
To  city council - -  a complete toy in any number o f  cities rather than here. 
block building set. That' l l  give aldermen To the  school district and to teachers 
and the mayor  a hands-on ability to bet- -- a ease of  sedatives, lots of  notepaper 
ter explain, in miniature, its plans for a. on which to doodle and a menu for a piz- 
community-conference centre. Large za delivery service for those long daygbf  
blocks are preferred so the final result negotiations. In case there is a strike - -  
will show up better on cable TV. thick socks for teachers on the picket 
Therkey here is flexibility so council lines and unlisted home phones for 
can change its mind without having to go trustees. 
through great  expense. To Dave Parker - -  a football  helmet. 
To all regional district d i rec tors -  at- He's  had his head down and has been 
tract ively d isp layed conta iners  o f  charging at so many things, some kind of  
whatever is on the bot tom of  the bay at protection is in order. 
MK Bay Marina. By the time the marina 
bills are finally in, those containers will To J im Fulton - -  a tape of  Kermit the Th iS shuffle not 
be worth a fortune because it'll be the Frog singing The Rainbow Connection, 
most expensive development in the nor- just for the line, " I t  isn't easy being , ::~ : 
thwest, green." With his position as party critic ;: r::__ ~:' 
To all air travellers - -  city maps of  on the environment, a l i t t lemora len-  anything special- 
Prince George, S l i thers  and Prince couragement never hurts. ' 
A new chance  / VICTORIA-  As if the 
One of  the most difficult subjects to has happened. Some of  it is historical for cabinet shuffle wasn't embar- 
rassing enough, Premier F [O~ th~ 
deal with in the northwest is that of  log the Charlottes for years was more con- Vander Zalm had to refer to it 
export. Each year much wood floats nected to the lower mainland than to the as a cabinet for the 21st cen- Oopitol ! 
away, destined for markets down south rest o f  the northwest because of  sea tury." by Hubert Beyer l ~  [ j / 
or bound for processing overseas, transportat ion routes. If this is what the next cen- 
It's probably the worst of  all situa- Some of  the reasons are economic tury has in store, Arthur C." Clarke had better ewrite his 
t ions for !t cements the region as a simple because. [h#~e~ is n,.t a ~!arge ~ource p f  bestsellers 2001 and 201~ lest Serwa isn't it. :t ~!rs. Start Hagen, former 
,folks be-too opttm~sUc about r [ wall g~Ye Serwa credit zo~ ' re ]i'6[~a~devel0I~inent minister, exporter.of .raw resources. :It stands as a power on  the Qtieen Ch ~}0t~ ~:o meet " " "" " " 
lost t)ppoz'tUitity for the ii0t'thwest which . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :~  =' ; ...... ' ........ " . . . . . .  the needs o f  any kind of  large sawmill or tbe future, h0nesty.He adm~ttea znarn~ *~ ihk~'~t~the EdUcati0fi It's difficult to decide what's doesn't have much of a clue ministry fr0m Tony Brummet 
has found out that economic stability other value added wood facility, most embarrassing about he abouthis new duties, but said who'wa~ dropped from the 
through diversif ication remains the one But times have changed and so have cabinet shuffle, the return o f  he'll learn. I also admire his cabinet because he's retiring 
solid hope for the future, from politics. Each year, for instance, approximate- opportunit ies. Instead of  shipping that Bud Smith, the appointment of candor. Asked what he an absolute political rookie to thought of his predecessor's Ivan Messmer moves from 
ly 1.9 million cubic metres of  wood wood south, there could be the possibili- the all-imPortant environment resignation, Serwa said he parks to solicitor general. John 
leaves the Queen Charlotte Islands. .ty of  transporting it to the northwest portfolio or the equally respected John Reynolds' deci- Savage, fromer agriculture 
That's close to 95 per cent of  all the mainland instead, disconcerting choice for labour sion and added that under the minister, is now in charge of 
minister, circumstances, he would have parks. The 14 other cabinet 
wood that is cut on the Queen Chariot- It may  be simplistic, but such a move Smith's return to cabinet is done the same._ ministers keep their jobs. 
tes. It goes down south to mills there or would create what economists called a somewhat bewildering. True, I Honesty and candor are ad- The whole thing has been 
is packaged for shipment overseas, closed loop system. Northwest wood never expected thepremier to mirable character t aits, but thoroughly boring. How bor- 
This system is carefully designed to would stay in the northwest. There be too worried about his they won't necessarily make ing? It's been so boring that 
former attorney general having Serwa a good environment senior public servants who are 
feed southern mills and the overseas log would be more jobs from the value add- mixed politics with justice, but minister, normally fascinated by cabinet 
market.  There are many reasons why this ed aspects that would follow, considering Vander Zalm's NeW to environment, labour shuffles greeted this one with a 
preoccupation with everyone is the most tricky portfolio in collective yawn. Christmas chaos else's morality, I thought hat this province. A bad or in- I am reminded of a number 
T Bud might remain a has-been, effective minister can trigger of cliches, including the one 
about rearranging the deck 
In his finite wisdom, labour unrest, he may be chairs on the Titanic, Really, 
however, the premier brought unable to prevent strikes that a the question does arise:'wfi0 
?Just walking into a depart- " Smith back into the cabinet / % ~  stronger minister might have ~h on earth would want to be ap- meat store unhinges me much as Throu fold as regional and economic avoided. 
stepping into a bank rattled development minister. There pointed by this premier to this 
Stephen Leacock. Without 13 BIfooal$ are times, tbe premier said, Like Serwa, Jim Rabbitt is a cabinet at this time? The 
months between Christmases by  C laudet te  Sondeck l  when strong people are:needed political neophyte. Elected on answer is, every backbencher. 
during which to restore my con- in certain portfolios. Smith his leader's mile four years That's why Vander Zalm has 
fidence, l'd face each December ~ - -  said he had learned from his ago, Rabbitt is probably had a relatively easy time~, ith 
~'i'th my self-esteem lower than physical. Even the cardboard misfortunes, but he wouldn't destined for the political scrap his caucus, Aside from last 
Mulroney's Gallup ratings, cartons fit as well as the paper hamentashen, only slightly heap. Like many of his col- elaborate, year's brief revolt by four 
~'My descent into temerity jacket the office nurse hands burned on the bottom, stuffed Cliff Serwa's elevation to leagues, Rabbitt will turn out Socred MLA's -- Graham 
begins with Christmas shopp- you. Finding a box with ideal the space at the top of the box, environment minister is a to be a one-term wonder and - Bruce, Dave Mercier, Doug 
ing. Despite my good intentions dimensions i as likely as Dave incidentally squishing the rib- that's not much of a qualifies- 
and generous pirit, the mere Parker inviting me to one of his ben bows. Masking tape liberal- .Vander Zalm classic.~,The Mowat and Duane Crandall - -  MLA for. Okariagan South has tion for the job he.holds now. the Social Credit caucus, 
prospect of shopping has me Monday strategy breakfasts, ly applied to the box flaps seal- - . crossing suggestions from my Hours spent shelling peas, ed the joins. The box w~is ready never held a cabinet post. His The third newcomer to cabinet members included, has 
li.~tall the way to town. stuffing envelopes, or folding for address labels and twine. 'only experience is four years as cabinet is Harry De Jong, the been spectacularly gutless. a backbencher, new minister of agriculture and But one should be thankful 
. . . . .  n Along about then ! realized I::Eaten g a store, I propel my laundry taught me efficiency is Vander Zalm's only reaction fisheries. Although equally in- for small mercies. There will 
cart as hellbent as bulldozers an antidote to tedium. So 1 sort had forgotten to attach name to critics was that he'd pit Ser- experienced, De Jong will have be no more cabinet shuffles 
clearing an avalanche on all the gifts into individual piles tags to the individual packages, wa against "any environment the timeto learn on the job. before the next general dice- 
Shames' highway. Friends who -- i've always given many small No matter. I'm sure on Christmas morning the denuded minister in North America." His path won't be sostrewn tion. And even thoughthe 
What isthis? My-dad-is- with as many land mines a~ assessment of the shuffle by 
Seew,0nderme ifskimmingI'm participatingthe aisleSin ticPresentSsurpriserather-- th nthen o el arraygigan'a gifts will declare their rightful str01iger-than-y0ur:dad? those of Serwa and Rabbitt. .... Vander Zalm's critics as the 
one of those contest where you smorgasbord of wrapping recipients. Who could confuse The environment portfolio I wouldn't want to belittle last act of a desperate man is 
get to keep all the merchandise paper, tapes, ballpoint, scissors, pink ladies' slippers with black is, by far, the most impoi-tant the role of agriculture and not without its platitudinal 
" men's gloves? job in.any cabinet oday. The fisheries in British Columbia's flaws, it does describe the 
yOUtwo minutes,can:fling ateyour cart in andThisbOWS.year I bowed to the en- The ordeal has left me shaky, job det~ands inexperienced economy, but they're not near- situation rather well. 
!,!Even cheque-cashing in- vironmentai movement and and out of scotch tape. Next politician who can go around ly as demanding as environ- There isn't much more 
timidates me. I fumble showing camouflaged gifts in cotton tea year I'll skip the middle mess or two withOttawa, rideherd meat and labour. Vander Zaim can do before he 
I.D.s from plastic windows that towels or hand towels. The and give the cheques. - .', There. I'm calmer already, on industry and k~p the en- The 0ther changes were in- either esigns or calls an • 
spontaneously weld shut in my result is less glitzy, but cushions vironmental groups hap~py, spired by the game of musical tion. 
closet. For this reason I try to fragile items, and conserves 
biiy everything in one store. My . space in the receiver's garbage <l~uc~: BRaI<E I~tm~ A % ' v ~  DEAl> ~. ~fe J4 'S  ,1 A  'A II> ~ t~.'l~E wADI~,~ i i~  ~ Ag] l '  C E A r ' S '  ~- ~ 'oA;  LY ~s  Is, H V :~ J  
list seldom permits it, pail. I PARI~ BEll ~JD A Ioo-y~AR, ~ l  ~ ~ .  ~. [ (o lPE~ I~ROFfiER'~':/ltl 
My alternative is to carry an . Fourteen seconds into the I:~OAl.q~o13.8 - ~ k  .,P'I~Le[.FROH.[~ELOL~,.,,'I"O~t,,ij~j LPsA~U31)IANgAV F_.14S 8£CA~; F.-FL,~ IblTOFIP" l ' l l i / l~) ' ,~ 
~0nount ofcash~;hich, if it were wrapping process I suffered m); 
loon,  ,oud requir fir t - -  W,atIh.  ud. d 
assistance of a burro, to be a half roll of scotch tape 
TAfter my booty is bought, unwound to just thirteen inches; 
si~irited home, and hidden the rest was plastic core. I swit, ~ ,~"~.  ~ I~W~[~~/~/ / /~ l~.~~ 
behind the spare quilts, the(e's ched to straight pins; they held r ~ ~ r' " 
t[ie.~ chore;~of~wrapping in - f in~,  Ifonly the post offlee gets ~ ' . ~ ~ ~ F . " r ' \ " : '  .":': . 
dividual presents, and parcell- the parcel there before the pins '~ 
ing for each household, corrode... ~ ~ ; : ~ / ~  " ~ ' I  
.~ W~aPping b~kqns,.~ith ..the , Two .kinds.~,~of. aVourite 
enti~ethertt-of; 'an, anndal, cook~es,~ :'gingerbread ~,and ' 
i 
J 
• . . . . . . . .  E~'.~'=.'_:'.=/:..:~=.,~;:,.~.;~'~-~:A.~,.':'~::=.~-~=.~=~_.~:=t=~ .=..r~,.~,~..:.,~?~.~:~,~c~,~z~..~,:~.~ ~ " i = . . . . . .  ~ ~ ~ ~ 7 ~  
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Terrace roots feature 
in food outlet change 
TERRACE --* There's a local " 
angle, in,. a change in the 
pr'e+siden<~y~ of. :Overwaitea 
Foods. 
Current  president Doug 
Townsend, whoretires Dec, 31, 
was o/tee the chain's store 
manager 'here while his replace- 
ment, Bri~m Piwek, comes from 
Terrace. 
:':,Their Connection goes back to 
the mid-1960s when Townsend 
hired Piwek, then, 17 years old, 
as a part time employee. 
Piwek wentwith T0wnsefid 
to Kitimat in 1967 when Over- 
waitea opened a store there. • 
"Our careers have been in- 
tertwined for 26 years. I 'm very 
proud that Brian is succeeding 
me. It's avery unique situation 
that ' Terrace is a big part of 
this," said Townsend recently. 
Townsend, 57, has worked 
fop Overwaitea since 1955 when 
he was hired asa junior clerk in 
Williams Lake. 
He came to Terrace as a store 
manager in 1959 and oversaw 
three changes in location as the 
store's product line grew. 
His transfer to Kitimat in 
1967 was followed a year later 
by an appointment as district 
manager for Overwaitea with 
responsibility for 20 stores. 
That lasted for five years, 
following which he was named a
vice president and in 1985, the 
executive vice president for 
Overwaitea. 
Townsend became president 
in January 1989. 
"Terrace played an impor- 
tant part in my career," said 
Townsend in looking back on 
his career. 
"It was such a wonderful 
place to live. 1 still get 
Christmas cards and greetings 
from people we got to .,kn°w 
while I was there,'~.~h~ s~c[, 
• Whiie her~, To~nsen'd 'was 
active in sports, including bowl- 
ing and curling. 
He was also one of the group 
in the mid-1960s who raised 
money in efforts to build an 
TERRACE CONNECTION in a change at the top of Overwaitea 
Foods sees retiring president Doug Townsend, left, hand over the 
reins to Brian Piwek. Townsend was store manager here in the 50s 
and 60s while Piwek comes from Terrace. Picture was taken at a 
• store opening in Edmonton, the first one for the company in Alber- 
ta. That's a plaque of Townsend in the background. 
arena. 
"We used to say 'We'll skate 
in '68'. It took a lot longer than 
that," said 'Townsend of the 
campaign. 
He was also president of the 
Centennial Lions club the year 
it received its charter. 
Among the many changes in 
the grocery business Townsend 
has seen and has taken part in, 
the growth in product lines is 
the greatest, he said. 
"It used to be very much bare 
bones - -  meats, produce and 
groceries. Now we're into 
everything from videos to books 
to dells," said Townsend. 
That kind of diversification 
has also taken place in other 
kiiids"0f'st0res in~th~ ffo/'t o 
attract customers by offering 
the widest variety of items. 
"The competition todayis far 
greater than it used to be 
because of that diversity," he 
Gas man Green 
. . . . . . . +  
+ii 
m 
IUU l  
off to Nanaimo 
said. 
And although Townsend 
forecasts continued iversifica- 
tion into the 1990s, he said 
stores that will do well are ones 
that will concentrate on service. 
"People will come back if 
they get the feeling they are 
wanted," he said. 
Townsend expects a busy 
retirement by becoming involv- 
ed in three sporting events to 
take place in B.C. over the next 
four years. 
They are the Canada Games 
in Kamioops in 1993, the Com- 
monwealth Games in Victoria in 
1994 and the Western Canada 
Games in Abbotsford-Matsqui 
in 1995. 
"'After hi.~" start 'ih Tei-ra~:e 'in • 
1965 and the move to Kitimat in 
1967, Brian Piwek .was named 
grocery manager  o f  
Overwaitea's Spruceland store 
in 1968. His first position as 
store manager took place in 
Chilliwack in 1972. 
He became grocery merchan- 
dising director in 1985 and vice 
president in 1988. 
TERRACE - -  The area 
manager of Pacific Northern 
Gas here has been transferred to 
work for a sister company in 
Nanaimo. 
Rich Green reports for work 
to ICG (B.C.) Ltd. the beginn- 
ing of next month, 
Green came up to Terrace 
.originally to work for the Royal 
Bank. He Spent one year with 
the bank, then one year with the 
gas company and .then one and 
half years with Reum Motors. 
He returned to Pacific Northern 
Gas for good in 1971. 
;'This past Monday was the 
beginning of my 24th year up 
here," said Green early last 
week. 
Terrace between 1973-74, was 
the president of the chamber of *,i 
commerce before that and serv- 
ed on the board o f  the B.C. 
Chamber of Commerce and the 
now-defunct  northwest 
chamber of commerce. 
He also acted as campaign: 
manager For the Social Credit 
campaigns of Fred Weber in 
1972 and of Cyril Sheiford in 
1975. 
Wife Jayne is a teacher-. 
librarian at Clarence Michael 
School. 
Green will be the manager for 
the ICG (BC) Ltd. area stret- 
ching from the Malahat north 
to Cowichan and including Port 
. '  . 
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skan skiers 
-eye Shames run 
KETcHiKAN There's ple from ;.+ Ketchikan (on !' 
growing interest in skiers Shames) this year," she said, 
from this Alaskan Panhandle The most practical method 
city coming to Shames of travellingfromKetchikan 
Mountain but an influx pro- to Shames will be by air and 
bably won't take Placeuntil M0nigomet-y says ~ She'll~be 
next .: season,  say~ an 10okii~g.into he same Charter 
American travel agent, system n0wused for people 
That's wheh air 'charters 
could probably be organized 
from Ketchikan to Terrace, 
says Katie Montgomery from 
Ketchikan Air-Sea Travel. 
A limiting factor is that the 
Alaska Marine Highway 
ferry system doesn't have a 
winter schedule that easily 
accommodates people who 
going to  Smithers. I ~ l. ' l~. + 
It's :a!45.minute a i r  trip 
with transfers, accommoda- 
tion and lift tickets included 
in the package price,' she 
said. 
"We'll be Iookir~$ into  
that possibility (for Terrace). 
We would want to check out 
the facilities," said'!Mon - 
travel by car, she said. 
"The ferry doesn't get 
back until Tuesday and that 
means people need a longer 
break (in order to ski)," said 
Montgomery. 
Despite that, Ketchikan 
skiers have taken the ferry 
and then driven to Ski 
Smithers in Smithers in past 
seasons and Montgomery ex- 
pects some will do that to 
Shames this winter. 
"You'll definitely see peG- 
' tgomery. 
The travel agency has nine 
air charters booked for 
Sin•thor's this season and can 
carry 11 people a t  a time. 
This is the third season it has 
organized the charters. 
"Terrace has possibilities 
of becoming another one like 
Smithers.  With Mount 
Layton Hotsprings, you 
could tie the two together," 
said Montgomery. 
Caution urged 
B.C. Hydro's safety team wants to warn 
the public about two unusual hazards 
created during windstorms. Both cause 
unnecessary danger to the public and to 
Hydro line crews. 
On several occasions when Hydro line 
crews have arrived at the scene of a 
downed power line, the fallen trees have 
already been cut up; probably for 
firewood, even though the downed line 
was still entangled in the branches. 
"People are taking a terrible risk" says, 
Hydro's manager of Corporate Safety, 
Tom Bailey. "They have no way of know- 
ing if the line is dead. Just touching a 
branch that's in contact with a live power 
line can cause electrocution". 
Anyone spotting a downed line should 
call Hydro or the police immediately. 
The other hazard is created when per- 
table generators are used during power 
outages, 
Power from the generator can feed 
back into the outside power lines an- 
~dang'ering: linemen-working :on':then%..; '~ 
.To avoid this danger, Hydro advises 
that generators should be used ony for 
essential purposes such as powering a 
freezer to save perishable goods. 
If the generator must be used to power 
the entire building, the main electrical 
switch should be placed in the "off" posi- 
tion. This prevents feedback. 
The same precautions apply when ob- 
taining power through extension cords 
from s neighbour not affected by the 
outage, 
B.C. Hydro reminds the public to stay 
clear of downed power lines. 
"Recent windstorms have prompted us 
.to repeat advice about what to do when a 
downed line is discovered", says Hydro's 
manager of Corporate Safety, Torn 
Bailey. 
He asks anyone who sees a line on the 
ground to call Hydro immediately. They 
should warn others to stay clear and 
make no attempt to move the lines -- 
even if the road is blocked, 
"Lines lying on the road can look 
deceivingly harmless, The public has no 
way of knowing if the wire is still carrying 
electricity", says Bailey. 
He has special advice for motorists in 
the event a line falls onto a vehicle. 
~' ~'Abog(P"all' else',-" stay 'in your'vehicle. 
':You'll be:safe as long as you stay put. If 
you must get out, leap free from the car." 
Leaping ensures no pad of your body 
touches the vehicle and the ground at the 
same time. Then keep your feet together 
and make short hops until you are at least 
25' (or 8 m) away. 
Bghgdro 
3. NO COSTLY FR/L/.s OR GIMMICKS ! 
4. NO MEMBERSHIP FEE ! 
S. DIRECT FACTORY PURCHASES! 
Green was an alderman in Alberni. , . -  . -  . -  
Furniture Mattresses for less... A LOT LESS! 
FOOD FOR 
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% 
• KAMLOOPS GOLDEN • 
RICHMOND,VANCOUVER' • SN.MON ARM ~ 
SURREY, . • VERNON MAPLE RIDGE, 
COQUITLAM, i • KELOWNA I 
LANGLEY 
I)• • -^' I . . . . . .  • PENTICTON I 
~ ~ . . . .• ABBOTSFORO CR AN B ROOK 
~•.EWN~.  ~ ~RESTON 
) MT. VERNON : 
,i 
LYNNWOOD " 
A taste of Greece right in your 
own ne!ghbourhoodl 
THIS  WEEKS SPECIALS  ', :, ; 
Wed. - -  Fantail Shrimp ..... ..................... $13,95 
Thurs, - -  NeW York Oscar .................. ;.,.$15,95 
Frl, - -  Steak and Lobster .................... .....$1'9.95: 
Sat. - -  Steak and Scallops,; ............... ..., $13, 961 ? 
Sun. mLobster  Tall.;;,; ...................... - . . . .$ !4 .95  :-,'i 
M0n. ;--'Chicken Tedyaki.,..~ ........... ;.~;.,.$11,95 
Tues, ;-- Veal Cordon Bleu ................ ;~..,.$12,95 
COME IN AND ENJOY DAILY LUNCHEON IkeEClAUl=. " ..... =:,, •., 
Open 7 days!a wNk, Lunch M0n., Fd. - t 1:30 ',2:00 p.m. Dinner 4:30.11:00 p,m, 
• .FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 638.0644 or 
Wa. 
':'P, i', i+ i:, ,' Terrace: 4730 Keith Ave.. 635-4111 ++ +, , '  ! ,  Z, - *,-~ . +~ 
OPEN TO 111E PIJlKIC: MONDAY - FRIDAY: 10 am - 9 pm. SATURDAY: 10 am - 6 pitt. Closed Sunday. : i,~ ::,,~ 
:q  
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We bring it all together, 
• i ,L 
~:8U N 
I 
if 
;MON 
PLANTERS 
PEANUTS 
COKE or SPRITE 
Regular or Diet Coke Classic 
or Caffeine Free or Canada 
Dry Reg., or Sugar Free. 
or Fresca. 
Litre 
Bottle plus deposit. 
. . . ,  • !! , ' 
i 
EM.BER.EFFEGTIVE~(#RIOES • : ,;.: 
"TUES WED THUI~$: FRI ,sAT,~ 
: " ' :27 L '28  " 29 , ,  
~ber 31 st Safewa'~ i ' : Monday•Decem . . . . . . . .  
will becl0sed at 6:00 pm. , ~, , ;':~ 
I" I '  .., 
i ,  - . 
,., ~ '.i, ~ ~ " , 
q _ . :% 
8 7  
ea  
I "' '~ 
LUCERNE I 0 ICE CREAM 
HolidayFlavours . 48 I Peppermint Candy 2 
Holiday. Fruit 
Rum & Raisin ~i 
Christmas Pudding ~, 
Light Egg Nog ea  ,, 
S--ANDWICH 
BREAD 
Dry Roasted i .  
.. 700 g jar 
, HAPPY NEW YEAR 
- 
, ,o2oo,, I l l i l l  
Assorted • 7 Q 
Stonehedge Farms. ..ound o  99White or 60% Whole Wheat or 
t00 % Whole " 
Wheat, 570 g. ea  
DANISH 
BUTTER COOKIES  
219 500 9 Tin a 
NACHO 4 Iliinl 
CHIPS  I~  "; • • ,,~ 
..................... ea  ~ 
SAUCE ~ &~ 
Hot or Mild . ~ 
Primo 500 mL .......... I ea  
HOT ~ t l~  
CHOCOLATE t~ ~ 
~i Cariiation. Reg.,::~, :.. . :~ :  - -  
~' or~ght. 225-500g.:... i ~a .,,~z 
LIBBY'S " ~ 
PASTA ~l~ ~l~ ~ 
or Brown Beans or Red / / ~ ~: 
Kidney. Assorted. ~ ~ ; 
398 mL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ea V V -. ~! 
SOUR d1~ ,:! 
CREAM I a l  i~ 
Lucerne. Re~lar I :, 
or Light. 5,0i) mL.... ...... ~ ea ~ 
E Y . "* SAF WA 
FIRELOGS4 ~r~o9 
M~. ~m~ I l l -  ~-.~ 
6-2.27 kg .................. i I  '~ l~ ea 
I LUCERNE I 
I EGG NOG 61 
: rl;i:::,:,~i,!::L,i~:: 
FRESH 
BULK 
BUNS 
All Varieties 
O ea  
Available At Select Stores. 
ROAST BEEF o, I 29  
EUROPEAN HAM 
Fleetwood ................. 100 g 
WINGS of 
FIRE 
Entree of The Week. 
TROPICAL 
..... 119  
100 g 
.E,,OO° '15 Salad of the week...100 
MINi 
7 
- ! !  , 
1( ;,~ 
N 
, . , . :  c " '!'i"" ,~, 
WY 
Terrace star 
. :~  - ,~ i  
[ 
I 
i 
• At Safeway we will 
MEET OR BEAT ~ s  
Any major competiter's advertised 
price on self basting Turkeys, Fresh 
"~.: i.i'~. - Turkeys, Grade "A" Turkeys, G e e s e , D u c sor Roasting Chic n  as soon S h ' i~ii~'i:i/il 
Ready  to  Eat as we are aware °f it and pr°vided i :  .you and your famdy all the ~:i~ • the items are in stock• -_ . .  . best In 1 9 9 1 . .  :- 
i We will be closed New : i~:ii 
H~I :M"  i~  w t - - ' I  i ~~~i i  " Year ' s  Day to allow our.~ : i:::ii: ~:~iil. 
,, ."~"-""*~ ..... ' ":" ~ I~  liday, with their:~f~" ~ ~ 
' '~ and friends! ' ':: 
Ready To Eat A = _ '. 
PRAWNS 10 (rII ~1~' Whole or Shank Por t ion  ' Have a,safe and Happy .~i:, 
Thawed. for your FOR, L - .. Ho l iday .  Season[  " i '.:!!. Ready To Eat • convenience .. . . . . . . . . . . . .  I 
SHRIMPMEAT L p 99 .? 3/kg 
Canadian n 3 
Frozen .... 1 .54 /1~I  v ib 
i - - . . _ i  I "  i ~1-800 667 95591 I I ,  : 
:~i:!i:!i i!: :~i?:ii~: ND 
: LETTUCE liy;~i:~.::,.?!!! 662-5055 . i l Check out some o~ our ..... i You can order flowers,deh : ii:'i and seafood trays and bmh-. ~ ~ii 
photofinishing Services .::, !~i:::!i: U.S. GroWn. No.  1 day cakes for your special i ~ ~ :!
~,, Second set of prints Free at ~i~;::::;:::;~i~i:::,::::.i~i!~ .~i~! ! i 
time of developing ~ ~i~ !!!~iii Grade. Size 24 or 30's. occassion. . ! ~i 
3t/z x 5 in. matte f'mish. ~ ~!  :"~:i~:~;i You can rely on us for !trst ~: "r:'~: 
~,' Super Image 4 x 6 Colour iiili~ t @i~i:~li /~ class ervtce and selectton, i i!: ~ 
print. 37°/o larger than ~,'...~: ~:~.~::~.'..'. 
regular size. !!i~iiiiiiii!~ :*:"%!iiiiii~ ~i~ii!i~i~ so if you are lining up your !..~! 
i.~:l~ guest list for the holiday ! ii:~ Safeway's Faultless Photo ~* 
Guarantee. season don't forget Canada i !~! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~i; 
the  cok ,  ur  p r in ts  you  l i ke .  Return  . .  '~ - .  * 
the  rest and  we ' l l  e i ther  repr in t  ' c I ~ :" ,~i 
them or  re fund  your  money ~i" :, g 
"?:.--' "~" :  ..... : ':: .... Advertised prices in effect ThursdayDecembeg 27;'toMonday December 31, 1990 in . .  " 
~: i:~ i~i I :~':.~i!iNbur:Frlendly Courteous Terrace Sa|eway Store 
Quantity rights reserved. 
. . . .  y 
. a l l  
i 
,~, ~:~ , , . . . .  : -  . ~ , ,  . 
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1991 Will" 
receive all of these 
specially chosen gifts 
from theseparticipating 
stores. " 
k . ;  
m Congratulations . :, ' I 
I To 1991'S ~,'~-,,_-vq I 
I Fir, tm~! l~~,-,~q I 
8HORTY ¢-PANTe5 "! 
~Diape(" eService 
4624 A Grieg 635-9797 
9 3 
Our gi R for: 1 991 's 
first"baby - -  
Royal Doulton 
"Bunnykins" L 
Happy Birthday Plate 
E  VIN'S 
SINCE 1910 
Terrace Shopping Centre 635-7440 
Congratulations I 
~_~ ~ FIRST BABY I Specially for you! 
. . t . .  
ef 1991 . 
. . . . . .  Congratulations , 
I KINDERGUND ..... =2500 GiftCertificate 
, o , ,  °m' WHITE 
1 5008 Agar 638 1369 
Mon.-Sun. K~,h ~L...---..----~ 
7:30 a.m.-Midnlght ~ ~  
Skeena Mal I 635.52361 I Locally Owned and Operated for AO~ , . ~  I 
Wishing 1991's I 
New Year Baby an I Co .grat~ la tzo .s !  
Environmentally Safe Future I 1991'S / ' '~.~ ii~;: 
I FIRST ~ ~i,,~ 
the New Year will ' ~ '~=:~.,.~ I I 
receive ' . ~.!~J  I ! BABY 
,_,,,,,~ % TAILORED CLOTH ~" ~ '~ '~J  I . _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _  
INDISPOSABLE ~ ~ . ! .  :. ~ I I 1 PACKAGE OF ~ 
DIAPERS ~~: :P" . . . , '~  ~ > : ' \ /  \\1 m I hiE W_ B O RN F 
NYLON ~ ~  ~:~"~.'~ Y I 
BREATHABLE ~~dk ~.~=~'N I
BABY BASIC'S BY ALMAi OverwaRea 
638-1204 4741Lakelse Avenue _ _ 0. 
Decision w 
Winnm .... 
photog 
publis| 
Terraci 
. -  L' " 
,_.> i". . . / I  ~o ;=& 
. ... ~ .- ,~,.,~[~,~. 
• ,. r" ~ <:.-.~ '~ ~ I~I ~ 
~" "'"~";' ~'~,*~, TO-1991'. first ] 
":•' ' ~11~1 baby: • / 
,,, _ ~. /  CASE OF GERBER'S I 
""'-~'~ BABY FOOD / 
J 
SAt EWAY 
~~~. ,  
T: I
Shoppers Drug Mart 
Welcomes the Rrst 
BABY OF 1991 
With this Gift ~ 
• Package of "Newborn" : ~ "  
Huggms Diapers 
• 1--126 pa(~k of Life Brand .: 
Baby Wipes 
! Congratu,at,ons i 
1"o The 1st Baby of 91! 
i,i,~. / ' I'] Comeinto '  II ..,~!:~ II ryC°e~:e I 
S ~  , l, FREE II ,.~'~~. I I Beautiful II 
~~,  II Fresh Flower II I I  ' I.Z Arrangement II 
l~ i~ l  ~- ,  ~ '~J~~ eena Mall 
W • • • 
s-: ~B:dll/)'=> -,~.." ,~  '.'~',. 
635'6312 
1991's First Baby 
Will Receive 
A Baby 6 Pack 
;B baby diapers plus 
a plush,toy in a balloon wrap 
Congratulation  "PORTRAITS- 
1 991 's 1 st BABY 
Porcelazn-  , BY DAN 
~~~ Night Light °°c°~~'~°~;~'~BY , of 1991 with one 
• ~-~v~ " ~ compliments of. :.;.-: FREE 8 X 10 
,No. 102- 4716: Laze!le 
35-3 
'~_ .  SURE EXPOSURE 
.~~o PHOTOGRAPHIC. 
:~\  & FRAMING STUDIO 
aR171 a,dl. Av... Terrace/Beside Sears) 6 3 5"9 714  
TI:.,: 
i /  
r 
L~4 
;: "T 
., v 
!!; 
E%:  
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THURSDAY FRIDAY 
i Dec. 27J ~.  28 
BARON TOP ROUND ROAST • .... 
' '+  OR 
SIRLOIN +.TIP ROAST 
+ i+i! ~I
6.57  kg + +/} i~+i 
i • /  
SATURDAY 
-Dec.  J 
BREAD 
VALUE PRICE 
White or Brown 
567g 
• .+ , ,  • °, 
, . - . ,  
+,  .+ .'i~+ ,:~, :,~"++, 
/ ?.+ , . : ,  +'+ 
LOAF 
= Healthy Holidays w I!~ COKE, DIET COKE POTATO CHIPS 
i l  SPRITE, DIET SPRITE ''~' r "~ H~[~S 
) :  . 2L  - ~. 
. . . . .  ! :  :' ~ e S" .:._s_..-~, 638-1800 ~ u, ,o I Bag 
<~ WI:I~KS > " Terrace ,.~ 
i~ I " XII ~ CHRISTMAS 
, " " - / _  " " "  ~ \ / ,  s,,,~,~,.,,,,°,,=~,~,...,., 1 Reg., fine Or extra fine grind .~ . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . , . , , . . r~ .=. . . .~  . . -v  - -  v~,  , 
+ i )~  =4 9" [. MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE WRAPPlNn PAPPR nnw. 
"=+' """ l ' )  I ' |  " CRACKERS ' 
++"'" ~" ++~:  I ill ++ 
) 
Join Us For A Fabulous Feast 
Tuesday, January 1, 1991 
RESOLUTION BUFFET BRUNCH 
Noon till 8 :00  p.m. 
(Continuous Service) 
Start the New Year Off Right. Join us for a 
fabulous 
BUFFET BRUNCH 
that is served all day. Come anytime and en- 
joy 
• "Adults $10.95 Senior, $7.95 Children $5,95 
, , - 
MENU 
Green Salad, Potato Salad, Pasta Salad 
Rice Salad 
Cheese & Vegetable tray 
Selection Of Cold Cuts & European Sausages 
~:~Pickled Beets, Dill Pickles, Sweet & Sour Ipickles 
Olives, 3 Bean Salad. 
Potatoes 
Chicken Cacciatore , -~,~ :~~ 
' .......... ,,. :~,,  Hot Cakes. French Toast 
,+"  . 
, I / "  
are!o; 
Buy One, ,, : :{.  " i 
ETTU CEASAR MIX 
at $3.69 
Receive one 
ROMAINE LETTUCE 
BULK FOOD DEPARTMENT 
CRUNCHES, TOSTADO 
TACO or NACHO CHIPS 
Bag 
,. Sunday 
2 .3  :}} 
9 a.m' -6 p.m. 
30 
a,m, • 6 p.m, 
HOLIDAY SEASON 
STORE HOURS 
Mondo, y~ 
24 
8 a,m. - 6 p,m, 
31 
9 a,m. - 6 p,m, 
Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 
25 26 27 
MERRY DOXNO 
CH.i~TM...AS _ _  o]~__ 9 a.m, - 9 p,m. 
CLOSED 
CLOSED 
CLOSED 
Jan. 3 
9 aom.. 9 p.m. 
Friday " 
28 
9 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
Jan. 4 
9 a.m. • 9 p,m, 
9 a,m, - 6 p,m. 
Jan, 5 6 
9 a.m, - 9 p,m, 
~loiTerrace, ~ ~i~:: i ~:. ./-]636-6630 l}: 
i . . . . . .  , }!: 
• " Y~i 
• .~'~.--.~#.,,~=.~,.~..~,~qt.,.~'.;~..~'~..~,~.~.o.':.~.,~,,.~ ,..:,:.:..-,w.e.;,~-.~.....:.-.--. ~ . . . . . . . . . . .  - ,o  -~  • :~ " '  ..., , : "  
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 "ifO r thee, 
' By JEFF NAGEL 
TERRACE-  Is it Christmas 
shopping or Christmas hop Ill. 
It ~aIL,lo0ks the same to" the,' 
untrainedl eye,: but to  one of:./, .~ 
Terrace's,ii.mpst ~',expei'ieneed/ : ..... 
sto~d:deteeiive~ thefrant~~fiisli".:/~. '  .. . 
.o f  ho!idaz shopping.~•in"16ca!i .. ~k~,. I~  k~-~ ' '~ aids, and last:.year ecovered 
department.stores, is "a ~' kl~;~ " .... ... .. " .~  ~ 
tomaniac'sparadise.~ - "": -* : .  : .  d $24,000 *worth' o f  stolen 
,, ' cosmetic.~'. - " 
"There is an incredible ~ r ~ With teenagers, it's often 
amOfint of shoplifting at " cassette tape~..., achemedication 
Christ~has,"says ' Lucy ' - -  a ~ 4  !! and c0ndom~. ,ManY'of them 
seasoned store security officer are rob,embarrassed to buy 
with. three and a half years ex- 
perience; " It 's '  the.peak 'period' them (condoms), so . they  steal 
them.'. : ...... 
oftheyear, along with:the back- , ~ l k  Shoplifting b/,grocery stores '" : 
to-school  season ih '  tends to in,dive the high-ticket 
September." items uch as steak and seafood, 
..No~.working.with..Lockport, and ,those special extras that 
,Se~..~ Hty '• of  Terra , -.she s ' j ~  .... :::i people:n0rmallypass.up to stay 
credzted Wzt~ more than 420 ar- on budget. 
rests last year alone. , .. ,.~. ~ Some mothers even steal 
.. , ,.......~;~.~ ..~ thingsin r frontof their children, She said the extra pressures of , ~.,,-~:7.~1~ 
theh°lidayseas°narepr°bably : ~ ~ ~  ' '" " " 
partly responsible for the ..:~-:~ . Lucy says~i'~e.tting "aborrible 
example"., :for their children. 
yuletide tliieving. . - . . ' -...-,'~. Failing to stepchildren from 
I' "At Christmas. p6ople.!ai'e.:i' stealing is just as bad, she main- 
stealing presents,"- she said~ tains. 
"They're buying morei.~i/en- . ~ "I.don't let any kid go - - . I  
save items that they want "but : .-..• don't let: anybody go," she af- 
that they wouldn't ordinarily want to pay for it. So they steal that just isn't true, " she says. firms. ~ . . . . .  
huy. It's happening all the time, it." She estimates around 80 per She sa~ most people steal 
but particularly at Christmas.;: ~;There's also an attitude cent of her arrests are adults, beeause they were never stopped 
People havenoideahowseri0usYafliong mostshoplifters that the and most of those are senior and were always able to get 
a problem it is." store owes them in some way, citizens, away with it. 
Burns with all other times of she added. " I t  "When I arrest hem, they're 
the year, she said, it's not that " "It's competition --  they can be absolutely 
the shoplifters can't afford the w/mr to be better than the .anyone," shesald. "And it hap- shocked. They're floored. 
item they steal. Only a tiny frac- Jones=,..to have more than the pens all the time. From the time They're in awe. Some people get 
tion of people she arrests are Joneses." stores open in the morning until mad at you and make a scene. 
stealing because they . are Who is a typical shoplifter? the time they close at night, Some try to talk their way out 
"poor,"" l'.u~:y says.there isn't one. there's hopl~ifting goingon." of it. But you've got to keep 
" cont ro l . "  
"It's not the poor," she said. . .Literally anyone -- from "It's a huge problem --  a .. She said one execUtive tried to 
"It's everyb.ody and anybody.., lawyers and executives to multi-million dollar problem," •brahe her with • ' ~ " " Seg- , i v r t t~/~.~~. .~ $10,000.... . to not M0~~te~f~i - .~~ai ld~en ior  citizens adds Leek'port " . . . . . .  ' ....... '~" "' 
• have' il~e:~6~e~r~Eh~-m to l~ay ~- Can and do steal. "A  lot of manager Joe Sullivan. "And all " "He said 'Come on, we can 
for the item, they just don't, people think it's just kids, but of the costs get passed on to the work something out.' And I 
• , " : ' ,~ '~.~* ,~ ~ ~ - .~: "  " "  v . ,  " - . . • ~...o..~.~,~ ~,~: ..... ,~;~:...~ ,.. . . . . .  ~ .,-,-. . know he would have paid the 
( UI1S 1;|OW across border . money," She put him under immediately. 
She said even in Terrace there between Stewart Hyder are "professional shoplifters" who frequently line up buy  
• ~ for an item before they even 8o 
TERRACE ~"M:o~':t/imti'~w01 He said the only indication AK-47 semi-automatic assault in to steal it. 
dozenfirearms.ifavebeeltseized goods are tO be declared is a rifle, and handguns, shotguns I 'mmm" J i l l  'ammm am-mm: i  I ~ I - -~= I m l 
so far hy police across the coun .... large sign at the border crossing and rifles ranging in power 
try that RCMP say were smug~ advertising a toll-free phone from -~25: i calibre .',to ,.44 ; /~* ' :~.~'~,=~h~ MC)L  
gl~tdgl~"°~r~t[eB;Cz~b°rderat' ii~tinbert6L~ail;tb'~declareim" magnum'::'Beach;~s~id~th~' I r~ l t  HOT 
St~wart.~ om.Aia~ka~•'~ ported g00ds to the Prince weapons have~beefi " orfeited •"~ 
. Chuck Hart -- a Hyder, Rupert office, and will be destroyed. ' ~[~m~,~r  
Alaska, man known as the "The free phone line has been He said about 10 RCMP of- ~ . RES 
. Border. Bandit for his sporting used, but it hasn't been rung off ricers from Prince Rupert and ! 
. ,i:~.g0:~. shop 'speciaijzing.~in.. t~e:i~ook,: that's for sure," Stewart confiscated weapons in 1 ' " 
i~ i .~bhs~:and. : 'm~~i!Boz~[af i ,  noted. He addedthat Stewart from pe0p lewho in - "1  FUN FUN FUN ..:~ntals@.is'b~evbt.tb~t!~.:onlY one person called to vestigators" determined had 
' s'oui=~'::of " the smuggled~ declare aweapon in recent men- weapons that were brought 
weap0ns, said Cpl. David ths. across the border without repor- , . : . 
BeaCh, of the Prince Rupert The RCMP's five-month in- tint to customs. II. 
RCMP subdivision, vestigation ended last week with Individuals caught with ! Slides & pools 
Canadians buying weapons at the confiscation of weapons at undeclared imported weapons every Wednesday, 
Hart's store are supposed to"- homes across western Canada. forfeit them on the.spot, Beach 
declare them, along with .any Beach said all the guns were said, or else face charges under i .2 for 1 ,. 
other merchandise purchased in smuggled in at Stewart by peo- the Customs Act. i bring a friend. 
• HYd'dr~ to the- Prince Rupert pie who bought he weapons but RCMP have no jurisdiction 
customs office, becanse the didn,t declare them to customs over what goes on in Hyder, but I ~ I ~ ~  
Stewart border crossing has officers orRCMP, he added Alaskan authorities 
been closed since the early Although most of the are investigating the Border 
1980s. They must also have per- weapons were seized in Stewart, Bandit's operations. 
mite and firearms acquisition Beach said seizures guns smug- "The Border Bandit is aware I I 
certificates before bringing, a gled through Stewart were also of the requirements for Cana- , ,~ ,, ,, ~ , , , .  ./ 
weapon into the country. made in Prince George, dians.buying weapons there," Ii 221  4 :: ':EVERY " 
It's believed merchandise, in- :'Calgary, Edmonton, Saskatoon said Bozoian. "He's aware he CALL . " ! 
cluding weapons, regularly and as far away as'Ontario, can't sell to Canadians without , . .  ~,~ 
ere~s the border from Hyder The weapons included an permits." - After 4:30 p.m. all pools w E u N ES D AY Z l 
• ~hout  being declared, largely I and slides are 2 for 1 - " I ' because of the lack of a customs . . . .  . • m 
office there, said Haig Bozoian, ~" - ' "~ BUNDLES 
the region's chief customs of" #~'~'~ '~:~. : J , :  ~ a im amain - -  - -  - -  - -  m . -  - - . . m  - -  
fleer. ~ , ~ - - ~  '" ; OF  : Fence up Ask Santa to shop at 
Trac & Trail Equipment TERRACE -~ A fence hasnow " J~ \ 
h.¢en erected to keep people out ~ , ,~ .  J O Y  a n d  
of a toxic waste site in a gravel " T N T  H o n d a  
yard in Thornhill, highways on Highway 16 East Service Road in Smithers 
ministry officials said last week. : 7 Helmets 
The fence went up last week, ~'. .. We have Goggles 
said area highways manager - - -_~ , ~ , ~  ~,,. ~ • WltiM: BaWe 8"IbS. m:Jesex: ss ,CaFemale Rae - .. "~ ............ " ~ m  Earl Nyganrd, and signs warn- Oat='& Tilal id Bidll: November 21, 1990 at 6:56 am ~~d~"  "~ -~~.~:~'  • -.-" , ing of the restricted area are ~OG~ ............ " • '  
also to be in. place soon. Pmnu: Dan & Laurie LJndstr~ ~.~j~ % 
unearthed int l l~ i~ i ,y~!  . . . . . . .  : , , .  , . _ . . -  Di l l l  T imnf Brtlt: N0vemlmr 14. 1990at 12:10 Pm 
at the top of the hill. on Old w~ht 9 m 2 oz. sex: ~e 
pints: wayne &Lynn Norton 
Lake]se Lake road were the A special little brother for Andrea & Jails Parts 
lu.~US . ~ Billy'a Nm:  Martin Nathanlel Robinson Jr. 
vironmental cleanup last." • Dil l  & Time ef Birth: November 16, 1990 at 2:31 am 
month. ~ -~ :',. Weight: 71be, 16 oz. sex: .=o Cha insaws  & 
The bar re ls  of  Old .. , : . . . .  Plrlntl: Martin & Rachel Robinson ..' ~ 'OVU:~ essor les  
2,4,5;T: herbicides were found p-,by'o Nlm: Abby Melena ace  And much more  
on :the.,,, Site in the s"rb".v.,.a after• a: " Dill & Time ~f Birth: November 16, 1&&0at 4:25 pm ..... -. 
tipabout the .old site was phon- ~ Snowmobiles :_ , -~  
Pmell: Glen & Natalie Wlens. 
ediiii ire, thed' ,deal: highways of-",' :' 
fiC~.':~*Siul~ti~t. sts. determiu- .. ~ . :  -.. 
ed:; iowii:leveJ~:~0f(di0xins,.were " 
a1~: pr6t/enf i=t~tbe barrels. 
?Workers: :~th: Keystone En- ' 
Vl~6nifiefi'tai ~:Res0urces Ltd.. Great .  Sav ings  on  ~ 
• . • / , • " )  p, tlced ~i:itlt~: '? :¢0nta mlna ted. (~ , :% G lye Sa nta tllls toll free number m~zteriai:iln~/Lq'~l~steel drums Remain ing  Chr i s tmas  . . . . .  ~ L ~. " l~g-e.stmure:stor...ageshed°nWhiCh |him were:.:,, ;placed into.,.:the..u Stock.  and  Toys  " ~ ' " w ~ ' ' . . . . .  " :J" ='';r "J ~,4' for Trac and Trail -- 1.800-663-4598yR&IL " • I 
,. :. . ~ ~ ~  ,,. •, ~.~ ~!~: . -24  - Jan.  ~ ~a~.~. ,  "'" ".,,'.I " 
~L. ~ ' ~ ' ~  ~i 'U~i  '~-~:: • .s.sne 
.~',ea'ema"t°".. ,.:..: :be'f. ~,:=._,~:s.,; :':'=:.:'':=imPz=e t~s._:.;~: ~. - - - ' ~..<:*".:~ .., ~:,,,:::,,.,,~. ? . , , , , :  ~~--,~!!Hw.....::.. 16...: E, ,  . F r °ntage .  . . Rd,,. Smi thers  - -  847,9405.. , ...... ~ 
L 
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After Christmas 
:.::? .• .: • 
: .  ~ , ¸ . .%. . . ' - . ¸  ,T  . ' *  
27 i STARTS DEC. ! i 
THRU TO ~:  
DEC. 31 
HUGE COMFORTER 
ASSORTMENT " 
ALL SIZES 
21.88 
ALL CHILDRENS 4-6x 
WINTER COATS 
40% OFF 
REG. PRICES 
: •~i!ii::: !: i ~ii:ii:: I 
:. , . / . .  
r . .• . . . . .  ,. 
!::: ~:: ~, ~ii:!!i!i!i~!~:i~i:i~:i!iiii!~ i !::,:  
STYLEHOUSE MINI BLINDS 
50% OFF 
ALL GIRLS 7-16 
WINTER COATS . . . . . .  
40% OFF 
REG. PRICES 
: . i ! : i i~ :  
ALL TIMEX WATCHES 
25 ...... % OFF 
MANUFACTURERS SUGGESTED 
RETAIL 
ALL LADLES COATS 
40% OFF 
REG. PRICES 
ASSORTED CHRISTMAS 
DECORATED GLASSWARE 
1/2 PRICE 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i!ii!!i ~i~!~!ii!iiii:~::~i:il - i~ 
: . : : : . :% . . . .  
.... ~ ~ i:i-i'!~iii:iiiiiii 
COKE, SPRITE, GINGER ALE, 
AFTER CHRISTMAS & NEW 
YEARS MUSTS ALL WEEK 
1 LITRE 
99 
ALL FLANNELETTE 
REG. 2.991m SALE 
1.99/m 
SAVE 33% 
I~ ~ ' i~~:~ : ~'~:~::~:::~ , :::~?,,: ~ces:'~,~: ::~:~:~:~:~,:~!'i~:~:~!~i~i:~ ~ ALL SWEATERS IN OUR 
ASSORTMENT OF ~ , '~  ,~:,  , , o~ ~eg ,~, ~: , :  ::, , , :  , :  ~ ...... 
CORNI NGWARE :~:: "~'~: " '~ : :~:~': ::i ii~!ii! iop::v~,: : ~:~,:::,: : :,:: ~ ~:~: ~ ?:,::~;~,~;,:: :::,,,:  ............. LADLES, MEN's,STORE CHILDREN'S SAVE 
/2 PRICE 1 
, . , , , 
. _ _ _ , , .  . . . . . . . .  , , ,  ~ . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . .  , 
:~ A~S(~HTI~U IUY3  
:' : UP TO 
rWHILIEQUANTITIES LAST 
we.'~s;:.~ :~,,o.'r .~c;~27:;,:..:.g:3o~,m.. 9:oo p.m. 
TO LIMIT QUANI' ITIES ' Deo~28.'~'.L;,~9":30 a .m. -  9 :00  p.m, 
~ : ~;~,~:~,, De(:, 2~,:.,;.,~.9:00a.m; . 6:00  p.m, 
J~no  1 , . ,e ,Q .o ,~. , . ,o , , t , .~** ,~q 
Jan. 2 . . . . . . .  i . . . . . . .  Clos~L 
Jan; 3.,:...~,.9:30a.m.. 
ii~i ~ i ¸ . , ~ i ~:~ ~ ~!iiii!i:~:~ 
.~.~ . . . . ! . : .~ . : : .  ~- ~L , ,~ .~ ~::~. ~w~: .  :~: ,~-  ~ ,'.-~ ~ " ' ~ - - .  i , , - . . .~ : . .~  ".i ~'.:~...~..~'~-.-~,~.~-~!i~./.~ 
, • . . . . .  ! :L : -~/ . , . : .~:  ~!:~,~if~ 
. . . . .  - . .  . -  :, -.., . : 
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Talk on moneyl . . . . .  
':for land claims HEAVY EQUIPMENT . 
said premature 
TERRACE. :~  Any discussion because the province has con- 
on who.will pay for ,land claims 
settlements "is premature until 
agreements ~re n~gotiated, says 
the executive director of the 
Nisga'a,Tribal Council. 
Speaking.last week, Rod 
Robinson said governments 
should wait until the shape of 
settlements become known. 
"Let's see whatit looks like. 
It would be. premature to 
predetermine what could hap- 
pen,', he said. . . . . .  
Robinson S statements follow 
an announcement byfederal In- 
dian affairs minister Tom Sid- 
don that the cost of any settle- 
ment should he 70 per cent the 
responsibility of the .'federal 
government and 30 per cent the .m 
responsibiliW of the:provincial 
g0vernment. 
But that kind of position 
should wait until the settlement 
package involving land ,  
resources and money is known, 
said Robinson. 
The province agrees With. the 
Nisga'a position, said provin- 
cial native affairs ministry 
deputy minister Eric Denhoff; 
, "The province is less than en- 
thusiastic with the federal posi- 
tion. It won't be 70/30 if it's 
money and then the land (in any 
settlement)," said Denhoff 
Court case 
word soon 
stitutional jurisdiction over 
land. 
"A  good half of the bill (of 
:any settlement) could be land 
and resources and that could 
mean B.C. would be paying for 
two-thirds to three-quarters," 
hesaid. 
As well, provincia[ native af- 
fairs minister Jack Weisgerber 
has told the Nisga'a that talks 
with them won't be affected by 
efforts to c.ome up with a 
negotiations process, for other 
natives in the province. 
The province, the federal 
government and the First Na- 
tions Congress have formed a 
group to look at a common 
aegotiations approach. 
• ~.: . ': . ', . ,,.~ ; ' ,  . , ~ ,," : . "  e .: - ,'. •  Rivtow SerVinoY~uWlthqual,tyequ,pme nt 
:, Equipment from Qu@ieficharlottes to Burns Lake 
".  ' . i':'J.',~, .~.., ~')'; , . • ': , .  :: , 
SALES, PAR'iS AND SERVICE 
• Komatsu =Barmac ,.Gomaco 
,,Tlmberjack' . • . ••Blaw~Kno~( " ,GormonRupp 
• IngersolI-Ra.nd , . . .=Century  II(P&H) *.High,flay 
• JCB " ";: bClemro.. : ~ ,Leyton i. 
21 =Athey : . ,Eagle Iroh Works ,Mayco~ 
' . ~1 *Etnyre Wyl ie .., 
lI:I,l~I.'bd:IF.INI=[.IHJ.J,,,II:hdI:l-l:h#;l¢-~= 
I~ Rivtow is pleased to introduce 
I - - -= 
I~I'MBERJACK SKiDDERS " ' 
'.'.Th#, Right Sk ldder  at  the Right Time',':: 
~'~Ntt~,llte skidding lunclion more ~:rltlcai than 
~',J ever.to Ihe Success of most Ioggihg operations, 
TimberJack's ~;li191e minded commitment o 
the Industry.is reflected in this latest upgrade of skidder line-up. Quite simply, these are 
the finest skidders Ttmberjack has ever built. 
PURVES RITCHiE RENTALS DIVISION I TIMBERJACKTIMBCO FELLER BUNCHER 
(Sub.branch of Purves Rltchle In Prince Rupert) • [ A Logging Machine f rom the ground up des gned by Loggers - -  
• :Air Compressors , ¢ r ,Saws ,~,Demolitlon Equipment " fo r  Loggers. . .  ' ' .. ' • • 
• Levels & Transits. ,,Pumps ' ,Sandblasting Equipment I When you're ready t0 in(:rease.your fel ing productivity, to gel your railers Safely off the 
• Concrete Equlpmeot • ,Forklifts ,Compaction Equ ;)menl I ground, •to bunch trees for !ncreased skidding • 
,AIrT001S&ACCS. r , , ;Loaders ~ &Barricades ": :~  .~ eflclepcyi',to:lmprov0the,workflow01your ; zG:~, ta l , , '%~P' J l~  .:7~.:. ~!~f~ 
,;Track Drills " . . ,Jacks ,Electr ca Equ pment~ : ' l  enilre;~eratlon, |ake a (]0od hard look atthe i ~ l ' l ~ ~  ";'~,!~;~,i~ 
• Welders . ' ,. i ,Hoists ...... & ElectrtcTo01s .~ -- ~"! ~.~ ~ 
I one th'alldoes It all so Well ' ~ ~ '  ':'" ~ 
Parts * Sales • Service" 1 " ' m '4"  ~m~'l'~'~' : ~'~ :':'4 ~ " . . . . . .  t '  ~' . . . . .  
'Rivtow " " (~W,/~ Smdhers 847-3226 " ~"' "2943•Hwy. 16 rA  v .o . - ,  ,,),to,~ 
Equ ipment  Box 2966 r 'MA o,,/-0,,o.,. ~ .~. , . J L ,~~ .~ 
. - . •  • . . 
TERRACE -- What will he the 
major court decision affecting 
land claims in the country 
should be released by mid- 
January, says a spokesman for 
the natiye group which started 
the action. 
Don Ryan of the Gitksan- 
Wet'suwet'en who live in the 
Hazeltons aid he's been told 
the decision is already at the 
Queen's Printer in Victoria. 
The Gitksan and 
Wet'suwet'en have filed suit 
against •the provincial • govern- 
IIieilt; ::r, aSk)!lg;:,th¢ Supreme 
Court of, B.C.to.rule that they.  " . ..=..~~ . 
have.jurisdiction and title to 
54,000 square kilometres of" 
northwestern B.C. centred on 
the Hazeltons. 
-In turn, the provincial 
government :was .successful in 
having the federal government .: 
joined as.a co:defendant in the 
suit. 
: The suit was: filed in 1984 and 
the first court proceedings 
began in 1987. They concluded .:, 
this year. " . " . . . .  ' 
: The decisionwiilset a prece-:!: " ':- 
dent on the issue. .of. native title : ; :. 
although it is expected it will be " • . :. ., 
appealed by whatever party 
comes out on the losing end. 
"We had heard he (B.C. 
Supreme Court Judge Allan 
McEachern) wanted the deci- : . 
sion out before Christmas but 
there is some problem in prin- 
ting maps" of the claim area, 
said Ryan. 
• "Now we're expecting it 
either the 6th or 13th o f  
January," he added. 
Ryan said he was told the 
decision is between 600 and 
1,000 pages long. 
.The Gitksan and 
9 Wet suwet en spokesman said 
he had wanted the decision out 
in time for a conference on self- 
government being held Jan. 11. 
Ryan said the Gitksan and 
Wet'suwet'en will be asked to 
approve an agreement with the 
federal government outlining 
specific areas of self govern- 
ment jurisdiction. 
FAMILY FASHIONS 
DAY - ; . ,  : - . .  : , .  
• . , - - 
END • SALE  
Thursday, Dec. 27 thru Monday, Dec.31 
/ 
* Huge selection of family fashion 
I /0  p.  
OFF" 
• " ' . , . :2 ,  ' ; -  ' . ~ 
have been reduced. Look for the 
":red slash through the price tag!! 
' Prices Reduced from Regular Retail Price 
"4  
TERRACE CO-OP DEPARTMENT STORE 
! 
4617 Greig Ave. [ Men. to Wed .......................... 9a.m.-6p.m. Sundays ] ,, 
635 6347 Thurs.&Frl ............................ 9a.m.-9p.m. 11 a .m. -  5p .m.  - Saturday; ............................... 9 a.m.- 6 p.m. 
=ira= 
:/:::i • i•::•:i ~ 
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Students shape thoughts on Christmas 
IC ' " kf ~f~ m abe 
- : , t  , . .  
Karen Schlamp 
CREATIVE CLASS. Their poetic endeavours completed, Centennial Christian school graae Tour 
stodents pose with teacher Gordon Buxton for a class photo. They are, in alphabetical order, Joshua 
Benson, Terry Froese, Jennifer Glasspell, Robert Guthrie, Rochelle Guthrie, Melissa Hamhuis, Craig 
Hansen, Jeremy Heynen, Leanna Huisman, Ejay Johnson, Allan Kohnke, Joey Loranger, Christopher 
Mantel, Jonah McEwan, Jererny Nutma, Casey Orr, Matthew Rooker,. Ginny Russel, Laurie Sager, 
Karen Schlamp, Daniel Talstra, Elizabeth Taron, Jeffery Thiessen, Kaeli Van Herk, Esther Vannes, 
Blake Wiebe and David Wittkowski. 
e 
Christmas is a time of special magic for children [ / \ \  
everywhere. And it's no different for students at 
the Centennial Christian school. 
So we asked Gordon Buxton's grade four class to 
use shape poetry to tell us what Christmas means to ~, ,  
them. 
The results, as the reader will see, were original, 
imaginative and entertaining. They also showed the 
children had not forgotten the original reason for 
celebrating Christmas -- the birth of Christ. xk.JO 
And for any of the young writers who are wor- / ,~  
ried because they cannot find their work on this 
page, there's no need for alarm. Turn to the 
Christmas Greetings section and you'll find it t /~ '  
there. O }  
Oi~t thanks to the students forall-the hard,work:-,~ .~,~,~ ..... 
they put into the project and to Gordon Buxton •~.~ ~" "
and school principal Frank Voogd for ~co- - ~  
ordinating their efforts. 
To all of you, our best wishes for a very. Merry 
Christmas and a Happy New Year. 
- . , .  
Esther Vannes Jeremy Heynen 
| 
I:: 
Terry Froese Jennifer Glasspell 
Allan Kohnke Jeffery Thiessen 
! 
JANUARY 4, 1991 -Annua l  Laurel  and .Hardy Film Festival, Terrace 
Public L ibrary,  Thurs,. Jan. 3, Fri. Jan, 4, Sat, Jan,  5 at 2 p,m, Films 
suitable for all ages. Free• 638.8177 
JANUARY S, 1991 - -  Pancake Breakfast at HappyGang Centre 8 -11 a.m, 
Sponsored by Branch 73 BCOAPO. 635.9090. 
JANUARY 7, B 1991 - -  Auditions will be held at the McColl Playhouse (Ter. 
WHAT'S UP 
The Terrace Standard offers What ' s  Up as a public service 
to  its readers and those community organizations in the area. 
ALANON M~ETINO. Family and Friends of  alcoholics meet Mon. nights 8 
p,m, at Mills Memorial Hospital,psych, conference room, Contacts: Noreen 
635-6938 or Sharon 638-1836. 
THE KINE'I"TE CLUB OF Terrace hold their meetings on the second and 
fourth Wee. of  the month. Anyone interested in more information about the 
Kinettes or meetings please call Gall at 635-9253. 
. , k  ~r . .  race Little Theatre Building), 3625 Kaium St,, for the play "Brighton Eeach I tems for this section are for non -rof i t  o~oanizatJons and , " . . . . . .  ~ 
~,, . . , , ; . , , ,  I.,, ~.t l  o2__ .  D.. . , : . . .a .o . . , ,~. ,k¢. i  o~, . . . .  .A an ,,,.,.. nld s . , v  . s  WOMEN S SUPPORT GROUP will be meeting every znursoay from n-s " 
, v&v l , lV l .~  I V .T  , -~  • O ] l l~ J |h  ] [%~q~LS lZ~i& Z ~  /VZ. l , l l lU l  U~IV ,~ U I IW ~ J ' ~  V l ' : " - a 
and neonle to work on the oroduction team. For 'Sirther info, phone Ken for  those events In which there Is no cost  to  gain admission, p,m, in the Conference Room at the Psych Unit. For further info, call Benlt ~, 
Morto-nat635'7507 ' ' ;~  : : ~. " iT0  meet our production dead l inu ,  we ask that all Items be at 635.4906.(Mon. - Frl, g:30- 4 :3Op.m, )  .. 
. _ ._  _~. .  __ ; _ ' .  _ _ *,.* *...*.~ " : . . . : ,  . . . . .  ~_ . , '~_ .  : submJRed by.noon on  the FR IDAY preceding the following WED NITE VIDEOS will be h;l~dro:n~talrs at the Kerm0de FHendshlp 
JANUAK¥ tO, ]~ l - - " In~ PflClllC:Normwes[ MUSIC PesHvm t..ommlttcc . . . . t  . . . . .  ~ .~ . . . "  . .  . _, . .  . . . .  , 
reminds cordpetitors and teachers that the .deadline date for ent~ | , to the  ~"i i WyK S i ssue,  we  a l so  as  K ma[  .eros ne typewmten or ue ~ centre at 7:3o. Now Pla_~ns:..Bducatton~ video~ A~oho! and Drugs. For  
festlvallsJan, 10, The festlvai dates are March lO , 23,1991; SyllauuseJ and', ' p r ln tedneauy.  ' ~ . . . ,  turtnermxo, cmlo35-4~Mon. ,~n.a :~u-  : P, 4 ' ~ ~ 
entry forms are available from Sight: and sound.ln Terrace, Kl!Imatlr!and. :  . ' : ~. . . . . .  : . . . .  * ~**  * ~ ~'.. ~., , ; : / . _  .~ :~ 
Prince Rupert;  f rom the public libraries in Terrace and Kitlmat and t ' ro~ the ~ ~,~fiuE,;~;-.~ n .onWrAT E BRIDGE cLUB 'meets' at 7 15 ever,) wee '  at ~ ~ CO.DEPENDANTS ANONYMOUS, is a 12 step R .owsmp speclltcatny . 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  ;' ' ' " ~ " :  . . . . .  :~:~'~:~ : ~ r~""~r"  , - , . ,~  ~ e~ . .  ,h.~or,,,~.,,,,~,.,,.~, . , , , . ~ , . n . , , . "  . . . .  " : " ' * for those who wlsh to im rove thalr relationshlps with others If  you ' Secre la ry  Box4~6 Terrace, BC; .VSO4BS.~ . . . . . . .  : ' :  :'~.'* ~"-"~ . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  Formore ln fo  call designee P - 
• . . . .  ' :~  .... "~ ~ ' ""~ i'i:~ ~ ' ~! ::i ~~,~°aia'°r'f-~''-'~"\-'-''"~----:"~0";;';;':"":' - uave omxonat  -~u,~, ~ . . . .  have problems formlngormaint~nlngtntlmaterelatlo_ns_hlps, these~ect!ngs 
, . . . . . . . .  :. . . . .  ~ . . : . • : . L" ' ~ ".~" ,~, . ~ ~ l len~mltnar  o.~:~-q~>'oor ~m ~,,..u ~Jit ~t e=~ , . ' art o f t l l e tormat  Meettn s 
ADULT FEMALE SURVIVORS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT: GROUP;  ]~Very :~: !-'::; ~ . ,  , , :  . . . . . .  ' ~ . .A , ' *  * ~ -: : , maybelp .  Videos ~d ee.ueatlon~ mat_efl~ a R,. p~ . . . . . . . . .  .^ .  =M.  tn~ ' '! 
Wed 7- 9 um Call ~1S.4042 for further taro, ' , ,  : .  ...... ' ~ . -  :: ~ ,~.~. ,  ,-~ nU;~nnu'r~'A.n;,'~;~ni,~" ~. ,~Monday Ev~ln .  8 -9  ar~up,m. - ~p,m, Monoaysat me~e~umun!t ~u~uxumu?.---.-..-.- ..... ' "  i 
' . . . . .  " " " " . i ,  ~ ~ i  " ' '~ : :  ~ ' ~ : : " ( : :  : / . :~#.~m~u ,..,.,.y.,~N~,..~...,:...7.;..-..?:..,.?-7~-./..--..;/__~,.-..~.,_ %,. , . .  ,- mat on phone 635-~$18 or 638.8714. Newcomers very wetcome•~,; 
,63 . . . .  7or63~-•_ ._ for iursnertnto ,  . ,  ';, i~'~-,'i? ','. ,i~,, . . . . . . .  ~"~r , ~, ' 
ti :,?:: :~ ~. . . . .  : . : !  
"--"-",~u.uay, December "'.,,h 1991 ,,: :',:,: ....... 
added fi 
The heavy snowfall on the 
evening of Sunday, Dec. 16 may 
not :~ have been welcomed by 
everyone, but it was perfect 
weather for the caroling at 
Lower:Liit|e Park I 
Ti~e ~good sized crowd that 
turned up for the event were 
dressed for the snow and some 
were armed with umbrellas. 
Families showed up with kids 
on Sleighs and toboggans and 
one couple arrived on cross- 
country skis. A l l  brought 
candles or  flashlights. 
The evening began with Jim 
Ryamand about 20 local musi- 
cians playing J ingle Bells, then 
moving on to Dashing Through 
the Snow. That was really ap- 
prol~riate with the kids there 
rolling in the snow, making 
angels and generally enjoying 
themselves. 
Carol sheets were Passed 
around so everyone could jo!n 
in the singing. Even Karen 
Ljungh's dog Jack got into the 
act, or was it he didn't like my 
squeaky Voice? 
Gord Shaben passed out can- 
dies to the kids and there was a 
nice cup of hot chocolate -- it 
really hit the spot -- and 
doughnuts for all. 
Congratulations to Jim Ryan, 
the Musicians Association and 
the Community Band on a great 
evening's entertainment. 
Incidentally, as we left we 
saw a ski-doo racing down 
Lakelse Ave. 
Glad to see many, mb, ny peo- 
ple are feeding the cold little 
birds. Wild bird seed, sunflower 
seeds, pieces of apple, suet and 
dry bread -- all are appreciated 
. - " 
There" i "  
bvYonn, Moon ` r' :'. ~ ~ l ''[~ ' 'I: I ~" ' 
by them. ing everyone on to the dance 
There are a lot ofbirds hang- fioor,wheTe they went hrough a
ing around the lovely big trees warm-up to themneof  Don't 
at the Willows and therresidents Fence Me In .  : "r ' . . . .  
are very generous with food for Then everyone formed up in- 
them. ~: to f0ur s~uares and the dancing 
. . k . . , . .  began in'earnest. Even l had a 
The Skeena Squares Ileld a go at it ahd surprisingly I found 
square dancing party on Mon- I remembered a few steps from 
day, Dec. 17 al the Carpenters the days, in the 60s, when we 
Hall. The dancers all came also had a very active square 
dressed in their square danbin&¢~dancing club. [t used to meet 
outfits and ready to enjo~ 
themselves. 
The dancing ot under way at 
7.30 p.m. with Carol Glen call- 
Family chorus 
FALLING SNOW did not deter a healthy and vocal crowd from showing up Dec 16 to take part in 
the Terrace Community Band's third annual Christmas carol sinealong at the band shell The 
Brown family was well represented with, from the left, daughter Diane Brown, mother Lorna 
Brown, daughter Marilyn Brown and sister-in-law Noelle Bulleid In front, granddauehter Robyn 
Brown 
Grad ; 
0 
o And here in our small corner of the 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
world, we're blessed with the o 
0 
opportunity to know and serve ' 
0 0 
so many wonderful people, o 
Season's greetings and glad tidings o 
to you alll ; i ,,:*: o 
0 0 
0 
0 
• : ) f5  
TERRACE - -  Organizers of 
next year's Grad 81 Caledonia 
Secondary School reunion have 
found all but 19 people in the 
graduating class. 
It's a figure that makes 
organizers happy considering 
there were 265 members of the 
class, says Carla Smith, one of 
those working on reunion plans. 
The committee had addresses 
for a large number of people 
already and added more when 
they mailed out a newsletter this 
fall, she said. 
"Everyone was kind of 
shocked," continued Smith. 
"It's not even the new year 
yet." 
"It 's like detective work. You 
get a few leads here and there 
and follow them up," she add- 
ed. 
Organizers expect to find 
more people as Christmas ap- 
proaches and people come 
home for the holidays. 
'The people the grad commit- 
tee can't yet find are: 
Jevon Anonby, Mary.Jane 
Asarta, Hans Boder, Rob Col- 
:lins, Shane Dodd, Erik Field, 
Gwen Haagen, Sue Janda, Julia 
.:Keddy, Andy Klukas, Les 
Kutenics, Mark LaPrairie, 
Dorothy Nisyok, Lori Pizzey, 
Maria Raposo, Laurelle Striker, 
Nell Thomsen, Harold yon 
Pentz and Ken Wale. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
SALON BARBER SHOP ESTHETICS~y Jan 
4e44 t=~. Ave., T~race, B.C, 635"5727 or 635-4555 
NOW OPEN 
MOMS Your time is precious! ~!  
Let us deal with those diapers __~ ~,"~, - [~::~' 
I~lOW is the time to register for ~ , -  --~r~.~,, 
diaper service _ k ~ ~  ~.~, '~  
Buy 3 Weeks Get 4th One Free ~ ; ) ' . ~ ~  
We also carry specially made ~ ( , . ~ " -  
baby products 'r " ~ ~  ~ 
SEE US TODAY! E~ ~-~' ,r'~". 
Gift Certificates Available ~I$~.~ .. (~  ,=_. ~[~. ) ;  . 
 HORT¥ , ANT, S  i,pe("  ervice 
. 624 A Craig Terrace " . ' ,  635-9797 
once a week at the old Riverside 
school. 
For this Christmas party, the 
Skeena Squares had decorated 
the hall and provided finger 
food, coffee and punch. 
There were spot dances and 
during the intermission a few 
couples performed a round 
dance to the tune Pearly Shells. 
Vistors for this fun night in- 
cluded Norm and Ethel Parkam 
from Prince Rupert and Dave 
and Joan Smith and children 
from Kitimat. 
Have a nice Christmas 
everyone and much good health 
and happines to all. 
• T~I61~ RO~iFe~ntsi~ a (~ with $1LY~lt S(Iff[N ~iS N W~RI~ B~ .DIEK p.~O' ~ bX O~N~ fLI~N f~i= ~ ~ $ 
hodutlblOe~ ~HAJ~SY!.BERT(~,~I~j~I'IITO~O STOl~ ,~ k$.C be(ul~rProd~ 8k J[P~OSBO~E~L~ILIN$O~  MID MI/I~I 
~l~ b 1 lIM C~SH ~]~C K(fP$, J~. Pzod~<d ed [~Id b~'~liN IL~ 
byC~l~,~.lm. Lu, At.I~', | IOME V I I )EO 
Released --  December 19, 1990 
. . . . .  : ) : / /r  
Video $l,~tlon Video Station 
No. 140 4741 Lakelse Ave. No. 2 2324 Clark St. 
Terrace; B.C. 635.6121 Thornhil[. B.C. 635.4841 
Open 10:00 a.m. to Midnight Open 10:30 to 9:00 Sun.Thur 
7 Days A Week 10:30 • 9:30 Friday & Saturday 
LUCKY .DOLLAR BINGO 
DECEMBER. 1990 PALACE 
1 SUNDAY HONDAY TUESDRY WEDHESD.t;~" THURSDAY FRIDAY sR'rURDRY ; 
1 
I 
Z Terrace 
Athletic 
Association 
3 Terrace 4Kerm"-uuu 5 Terrace: 
Minor Friendship Peaks 
Hockey Society I Gymnastics 
10 11 
Terrace Kermode 
Minor Friendship 
Hockey Society 
s 17 1 ........ .. 
Terrace I Kermode 
Minor I Friendship 
H°ckey I Society 
1Z 
Terrace 
Blue Back 
i ;  im Club . 
Terrace 
• Peaks 
Gymnastics 
i1 Mon,essori 
1efface Soccn~ 
As~ocialion I 
Skating ; 
113 
7 Canadian ~ Te,a~;e Litlle' 
7'47 Association Kmette CluO of 
Paraplegic ~ Theatre 
Air Nisga'a Tribal Terrace 
Council Big Brothers & 
Cadets Terrace Local Big Sisters 
,. Canadian 15 F e.c, 
Paraplegic ~ Pre-Schooll 
Order of 
Royal 
,,,, i.P, urple • :j 
ZO: . . . .  
9 
Terrace 
Athletic 
Association 
i : 
Terrace 
Athletic 
Association 
Association Kinsmen Club of j 
Nisga'a Tribal Terrace 
Council Terrace Fioo'--'~re'--~. 
C;::':~rrace'Local I ~ Skating . , "  
awe P~itapleglc ..,-,w. Theatre 
Aspoclatlon ~ 1 
For Fr;nch / 
R Ca=so 29-~; ,~ 
1=~ Paraplegic 
747 I Nisga'a Tribal 
Air Cadets I Council 
I I Te,ace Local 
!23  24  Z5  ZT6 e ZTder  of Terrace rrace Terrace Local Terrace Spccerl 
I Athletic CLOSED CLOSED Blue Back Roya l  Nlsga'acounciITribal. TerraceASS°Ciati°nFigureli 
[ Association I c,m~rHAs o~Y j Swim Club ] Purple rn,race Localt Skating ' 
Games 12:45 
Ganies 6:15 
Games 10:00 p.m. 
AISLE CONCESSION 
([~ '8 ~es~ 
Terrace 
Athletic . CLOSED 
,sso  30  31 
~ r n o o ~  Doors 11:30 a.m. 
Evening Games Doors 4:30 p.m. 
Fri. - Sat. Late night Games Doors 9:30 p.m. 
T.V. MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL 
Join us for an evening of fine dining in our elegant dining room, All dishes 
are prepared while you wait, so relax and enjoy an evening of fine dining at 
it's best, 
~ Prime Rib --  Yorkshire and au jus 
"Served with baked potato 
,~ " : (organically grown] and 
:i, ?: L two fresh vegetables 
i~, Ladles cut and gentlemens 
~:~ ::~ Thursday & Fdday only -~: 
,.. :,;,J: "! 5:DO p.m. tll 9:00 p.m: only , ,L,~  ~ 
Fresh shrimp and canadlan scallops :~: 
I li~:';¢f!t~ji)' i~' I served In a light cream aauce,~ , .!.:;,.~: 
-i ~;.c~°mb!ned with p~esan.cheese.. (!.!.i!,;. 
=: O@eB Caught'(Trout r~;;ii, i.."j
Toppedwith hollandalsBsauce, ' ~ I:!'; : 
served with • rice or baked pot atbi~i. :~,:,~;~ i~::;ii 
RESERVATIONS RECOMMENDgD 
HOURS:' ~. " :' ~;:;::)~;~ 
Sunday, Thursday- 6.00 p.m. ; O:001p~l 
Friday & Saturday-  5:00 p.m~-I  0:00:p~ 
/~  MOUNT !AYTON 
( HOT SP IN! " 
RESORT L'] 
- 
/ 
i " ;  
SPARRING partners Joey Los er and Darren Bell put in solid perfor-' 
mances throughout the year to boxtheir way to gold medals in the 
Junior Golden Gloves provincia boxing championships last spring 
in the Junior 'B' event. 
February 
opponent. 
Members of the Terrace- 
Kitimat Chito-Ryu karate club 
captured several medals in 
karate, and the zone's junior 
badminton team placed f i f th .  
In the masters swimming 
event, Joe Mandur won:four 
golds, a silver and a bronze. 
THE KERMODE Friendship 
ATHLETEs  from Terrace 
returned from the B.C. Winter 
Games bringing back several 
medals and experience in local 
competition. 
• Among the manywinners was 
boxer: Joey Losier who came 
back with a gold medal in the 
junior B di~'ision scoring a first- 
round technical knockout on his 
TERRACE air pistol shooter, 
All Johnston, was named to the 
Canadian national shooting 
team travelling to the the World 
Cup championships in Los 
Angeles. 
CALEDONIA Seni0r. S,econ- 
dary badminton play, ors kept-up 
a long-standing winning'tradi. 
tion by sweeping the zone 
playoffs in Terrace. 
WITH A 30-point- 
performance, Michelle Hendry 
led the Simon Fraser University 
Clan women's basketball team 
March 
to their first.ever district cham: 
pionship title. 
The championship win 'was 
the final touch in the week 
which saw Hendry named 
player-of-the-year for the se- 
cond time in District One of the 
National Association of Inter. 
collegiate Athletics. 
"Hendry had' previously Set "a -:~ 
new one-game scoring record '~>. 
for SFU, dunking 42 points in a • 
single game in a 96-45 win over 
the•Cent ra l  Washington 
Wildcats. 
TERRACE'S  atom rep 
hockey team pulled off an upset 
April 
BOXERS Joey Losier and 
Darren Bell turned in more im- 
pressive performances at the Jr. 
Golden Gloves boxing tourna- 
ment in Vancouver to capture 
gold medals in the Junior 'B' 
division. 
The Terrace duo actually 
defeated the gold medal winners 
in the age division above them, 
and would have gone to the na- 
tionals, but were disallowed 
because they were in the 
younger age classification. 
TWO TERRACE masters 
runners - -  Ed Ansems and Sue 
Simpson --  charged to the 
finish line at the eighth annual 
Rupert Runners Half Marathon 
and two-person relay. 
Ansems turned in the best 
overall time of the race and 
Simpson was the first woman 
across the finsish line. 
LOCAL DART : player Bill 
Robins0ii arrowed his wayto a 
second 'place finish in men's 
single darts obtaining a spot on 
the B.C. team, 
The win gave Robinson an 
oppportunity o go the the na- 
tional finals in Toronto, 
THE TERRACE 
BLUEBACK swim team pulled 
off a victory at a regional meet 
in Kitimat regaining their 
"number one" title. 
SWORDSMAN Rolano Lagace oraws his iaido blade in practice 
after returning from an intense training trip to Japan in the spring. 
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B0WLERS . . . . .  HERE got a 
: chance to watch local high roller 
/i a/id B.C." five-pin champion 
, John Rasmussen take on the:~a- 
tion,s best ohi CBC 'Sport: 
" sweekend's nationally televised 
Labatt's Lite bowling cham- 
pionships. 
Rasmussen -- who threw a 
2'72 average to win the provin- 
cial title -- was eliminated inhis 
first game of the sudden death 
championships. 
IT  WAS THEIR first major 
provincial boxing tournament, 
and Terrace's Darren Bell and 
Joey Losier put on a perfor- 
mance that could be a sign of 
things to come 
• The local fighters both won 
their fights to claim gold medals 
in their divisions at the annual 
Silver Gloves boxing tourna- 
ment. ..... 
the,.week 
Simon Fraser Univer~;ityl C an 
women's basketball team to im, 
portant victories/~ in / col!ege 
basketball. : :-:, 
TERRACE'N  ColY Holland 
was selected to the B~C. proyin- 
cial swimming team after rising 
to the top in his age group in 
local competitions. ~. ~ / • 
K IT IMAT 'S  Rassame Ling 
was named Canada's female 
athlete of theyearin karate for 
1989. 
Among her achievements is 
her capture of the world cham- 
pionship in women's kata at the 
Soke Cup in Vancouver. 
Centre basketball team gained 
experience in its first year at the 
all-native basketball tourna- 
ment in Prince Rupert, but were 
unable to pick up a win. 
CURLER Larry Burke skip- 
ped his Terrace RcMP rink to 
victory at the Terrace Legion 
Bonspiel ~'hich hosted 48 rinks 
in the three-day event. 
victory to win the Tri-City 
Minor Hockey League cham- 
pionship beating the Kitimat 
team which hadn't relinquished 
the title for several years, 
A TERRACE TEAM out- 
skied and out-biked the com- 
• petition at the Smithers' Ice 
Man/w'inter triathaion with 
Mike Chri~{ensen clocking the 
fastest team biking time and 
teammate Tony Falcao grabb- 
ing the fastest ime in the super 
giant slalom section of the race. 
The team's combined time 
was good enough to put them 
on top of the four teams com- 
peting. 
AFTER BEING bounced 
around between three different 
NHL teams this season, Ter- 
race's Jeff Sharpies says he's 
ready to come home for the 
summer and run the summer 
hockey school. 
The defenceman was first 
drafted by the Detroit Red 
Wings then traded to Edmonton 
and finally sent to the New 
Jersey Devils. 
FOLLOWING another spec- 
tacular, ecord-setting year with 
the Simon Fraser University 
Clan, Michelle Hendry was 
given one of the highest 
honours in North American col- 
SPORTS '90 
The Year in Review 
i 
legiate women's basketball - -  a 
place on the All-American 
team. 
ON THE BALL: Local tennis player Richard Kriegl leaps for the return on his way to victory in the men's 
singles event in May when the Terrace Tennis Club hosted a northwest ournament. 
THE Terrace Peaks Gym- 
nastics Club was given 
assurance it would receive a lot- 
tery grant for one third of a pro- 
posed $120,000 project o con- 
struct its own building in Thor- 
nhill. 
June 
MICHELLE  HENDRY was 
back in a Team Canada 
uniform and playing basketball 
in Europe, for the second 
straight year in a row. 
SEVENTY RUNNERS from 
across the northwest tuned OUt 
to compete in Terrace's annual 
THE SKEENA Valley Golf 
and Country Club took a step 
towards course xpansion when 
it voted in favour of buying an 
adjacent property which would 
give them a full 18-hole course. 
TERRACE'S Richard Kriegl 
came out on top in men's ingles T "~:=: 5 and 10 kilometre spring run. 
competition atthe Terrace Ten- "IN"~'A SERIES of hard-fought Most of the runners were 
his Club's first tournament of:'. ,-ames. --'-'bet wo oo,.a..~ ._ from Terrace, butentrattts from 
the season. ' nox/~]}rown knock~'o~f";h~; • all over the northwest competed 
A . . . . . .  ~-c0mpetition to claim the Ter- with the out-oftowners sweep- 
-t"]kT THE B,C. Karate Cham.~,'-: yi~3~~squash society's 1990 ing up the top spots. 
pibnships in Vancouver,"" sqti~hchampionship. 
Deborah Casey of Terrace won Brown took the top spot by TERRACE PLAYERS made 
a silver medal in kumite -- the beating David Fraser, the their presence felt at the 
fighting event - -  and a bronze number three seed, in the final Smithers' Spring Classic golf 
in,the,kata event. -: m i t~.  : tournament.,.,: .. ...
=. 
Terrace's Dan Rosengren 
placed third behind winner 
Steve Kerbrat. 
CALEDONIA Senior Secon- 
dary badminton player Callie 
Swan was honoured with a 
$1500 Nancy Greene scholar- 
ship for her performance on 
Caledonia's badminton team 
which went to the provincial 
championships in spring 1990. 
PRINCE RUPERT residents 
trounced Terrace and Kitimat in 
the annual tri-city Participac- 
tion Fitness'Cha!lenge: ~:~" 
over 9000 coast r~idenis put 
in the reqdiredil~mi~ut~ of 
ove ,,sooo .Terr dte , exetelsing. 
I . 
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• JEFF NAGEL 638-7283 TERRACE 
TERRACE - -  It was history in 
.fh¢'imaking for the Thornhill 
'.Junior Secondary boys and girls 
- -<-:basketball teams 
'.ii~ Both teams defeated their 
'::i'rivals from Skeena Junior 
:":S¢~:0ndai'y in zone playoffs for 
the 'first time in more than 10 
;:years to win the local junior 
basketball berth at the Northern 
IB.C. Winter Games. 
: : - . , : In the boys zone final last 
Wednesday, Skeena broke open 
an 18-18 halftime tie to surge 
ahead in the third quarter. But 
the Thornhiil Wolves clawed 
back to get within a point in the 
final two minutes. 
With only seconds to spare 
they edged into the lead and 
held on for the 47-45 victory. 
Kurt Muller led Thornhiil 
scoring with 19 points, backed 
up by Shawn Palagian with 15. 
Skeena's Fraser McKay dunked 
an incredible 23 points to keep 
his team in the game right down 
to the final whistle. 
hill dethrones :sKeena 
H ~ ~  -- . - - : - -  . , , , ~ I t  
'%'% . 
RALLYING THE TROOPS: With 20 seconds left on the clock, coach i '  
Ken Pound goes over endgame strategy with his players on Thor- ! nhill Junior Secondary's junior boys basketball team. Whatever he said must have worked, as they held on to a two-point lead to go on 
to a 47-45 victory over Skeena Junior Secondary. 
GAHHI I=H!  : 
OF THE; .  
WEEK 
- Iluum Clmu or ~ ~© 
- I.mlI FItIi: 
- IloI~¢ ~ Idnk 
-- IuedlI 
Compllmonts of McDonald'8 
$ONY~JCLINT In a clear record of 
SHEPHARD delivery and a job well 
done you've earned a 
FREE MeHappy Meal., ~ TEm~CE,.S~ANDAI~ 
4847 Lazelle'Aval, Terrace, B.C, 
' ~ ~i:" 
638-7283 
=~.,, ;/, i,-.~,::i ~ .!: :. 
"It was great," said ThOr -over t ime.  Grat Lib - -  i i _ ______  m]r1~' - -~ A ' - -  Ji ~h l I I ,1~.,~ ~l~=~ I~y  " " ~"~ I ~ '~ I~ ~ / ~ ' I  ) 
:beennhillc°achKenP°und'"Tw° iry O .... " : :  ,. points either way-  another Da ueen Salutes .-: , 
basket -- and it would have • ~ l , .d . .  " ' [, 
. oo  . v . r - - , - . ,  
" It  was squad battled back to defeat t h e w h e n  cript from the previous weekThornh i l l , s  a replayofth girs hoopSame • names v0nunmerS a:: QB~! wSn~leU)eG aN°r£  Extends- Holiday~Unc=" ~II~l). 
Skeena girls 33-28. ' jso:.~ntoD/ei,ie 
Coach Shannon Murdoch M°lKn~zei:iw h Greetinqs 
said the hard-fought game saw 
Autumn l~ichard score lO of compu ere assms )n e _ ~ i 
administration efforts. She , /~  ___ . l  I "~  _ _ J  ••  ~'e ~ l . .  • ! 
points for Thornhill, 'while earnsa " r ~ ~ Des~ Wishes  I 
Vicki Correia was high scorer 
for Skeena, also with 10 points. FREE Single Full Meal Deal ~ A ~ ' I 
from Dairy Queen. If you ,~ , .~ ior  ~ " " Last week was another good 
would like to be a vo lunteer ,  Prosperous . ! Week fo r  the Thornhill girls, 
who returned from a tourna- please ca, " 1 (]l(]11 ' " " : '> !~' "": ! 
menton Vancouver Island with 635-1991 . .=. ~ '~ '~I .  " " ,i.i":i";:!' ":: ; : . A  
an impressive record. 
• They played to a fourth-place ~ "  I I ' ' ~: ,,  i::~i'~,'i > :i ~ ~ [~:  
finish at the eight team tourna- JOAN DAVIS-MCKENZIE ' ~ I I Mayor Jack Ta ls t ra '  i :  i , ,  : I :  ' 
ment, saidMurdoch.Thornhill ope ed with a Admtnlstrati°n "" ~ I I ~ l l  " " ' ' ~ 
I 40-28 win over the, hometown ~-,,~-,,:~i~".;'i":'~,,~,.~:~. " . . . .  Aldo.r...,~n. Bob., er 'i"~~' Alderman Dar.[~[~l~@$1ren! ' 
Duncan squad t~.~' night, ~ ~ , ~ ~ ' ~ _ ~ ~ ~ I ~  l.. I,:,.:.~. ".=:.: . : , .=~ ®~ • . . .  ,,. .... I'~, 
but dropped t ~ t  game .:.-, . . . .  ~i~;?.* ( --" " ~ . ~ ' ~ I  ~ ~ • " ...... :': ~":~' ~ ,~ ~, .~ • ',.~',,~,~qx,~ " .::" :.:; 
41-25 to Campbell River's ' ~ . . /~ .~. ,~, ,  ~_ t " i " ~  I I " " " " " "  " .... Alderman Danny.'Sherldan ~:  
Southgate team. NORTHERN BC~WINTER GAMES ' ' ' 
~ In their final game they fell ~ _ ~  4532~kelseAve. I 
by a heart-breaking one point in I I 
a 24-23 defeat o Qualicum. 
I 
 aze,ton " 
!teams " :.. ~~ 
look tough ~ ' ~ I 
i .-X 
TERRACE - -  Terrace minor 
hockey peewees repulsed a 
strong challenge from their 
Hazelton rivals Dec. 7-8 to win 
one game and tie a second. 
The Terrace peewees pulled 
out a 5-4 win in the first game, 
and played to an even closer 5-5 
tie in the second game. 
Meanwhile their atom divi- 
sion counterparts were having 
an even more difficult time con- 
taining Hazelton at the Dec. 1 
Kitimat Elks tournament. 
Terrace's atoms battled their 
way into the final, but dropped 
the championship game to the 
Hazelton atoms by a 6-1 score. IL DECI  VIBER 31, ONLY > : 
~Soccer on • 
% GST " 
New Year's ~' ~, ' 
TERRACE - -  It's an annual ' I I 
.x,.pt,on.--it--d-"-arw'-- . ' ' S  
Just like Vancouver's Polar I S A V I N G  Bear Swim, Terrace's soccer in ' i : 
the snow will go ahead New 
Year's Day regardless of the I 
weather. .. 
The tentative start time is 1 . , ' 
• . % 
p.m. onthe afternoon of the UPTO 48 MONTHS ON EVERY WHEN YOU BUY first and hot drinks will be serv- 
ed to keep the hardy going. NEW 1990 & 1991 CAR AND TI DECEMBER 31 A "'Rain or shine or snow era  - 
10,9°4 A,P.R, financing offer available o1~ 1991 and prior year ;" ; TAKE DEL IVERY blizzard "we'l l  be there," said demonstrator vehicles purchased from dealer Inventory until Dec. 3' 
organizer Nick Kollias. not be immediately available from dealer's tock. Offer available to "~" 
• He said anyone with a strange flnanclngtholrourchasethroughGMAC0narnaxlmumof4,~o,,, _ , ,  . . . . .  ' : '<: : AFTER JANUAR'~ 
uncontrollable urge to kick a financfngcontractonGMACapprovedcredlt. GMACmayrequlreadownpayrnont.u erap; : : : i~,i .  :,: , ~ii Delivery must be made Jan. 
soccer ball around in the snow is plies to retail purchase only and fleet orders are not eligible. : :  ~, . . . .  
welcome, this offer 
[ McEwan::  " " "  , .... i ~o ~ • ~ o o ~ i I e-I Ly~ ! -  Out of>Town Cuat mers 
if:i!/ 10 & ~ ~ ~ l  r . ~ ~ , , -;-iCaJl COl,OCt,!. r"ii ' "  ~ :T JME I IM~AZ'NE !!i :i:"~ ii~i~qll~ i i~ . ,< i i ! : .  =";;' t='~:.t:./Ja:~i<!;! ::;i :: 'QUALITY DEAER:~:~;il ',~*~: 
: , The Bright SOot on" ighway i6W!:!:,,i'-: ,,! : AWARD WlNNERii ,>! 
I I i n 
1 
Patro llers  
hit Shames 
.Ski slopes 
_ ' , - , ,e , , , ro  , ,mo 
}~bulance attendants, rescuers, 
,;and direction-givers all rolled 
iinto one. 
• And if you're a beginning 
Skier, chances are someday 
:~you'll b.e looking for the blue- 
and-gold uniforms of the Cana- 
"dian Ski Patrol for help. 
With Shames Mountain now 
~up and running, ski patrol shifts 
~are on the mountain at all times 
on the busy weekends and holi- 
• day season. 
Barry Franzmann, Canadian 
Ski Patrol zone president and a 
full-time local ambulance atten- 
dant, said the organization has 
32 local volunteers patrolling 
the slopes at Shames. 
They're divided into three 
shifts of seven weekend patrols, 
with the remaining patrollers 
"floaters" who aren't schedul- 
ed for specific times. 
Another 10 or so patrollers 
from Prince Rupert's Mount 
Hayes organization are to pitch 
in with the Shames patrol 
duties, 
The system is designed to 
have 10 patrollers on the hill at 
all times during the peak 
weekend periods and statutory 
holidays, Franzmann said. 
There are also three "pro 
patrollers" hired by Shames 
that are on staff there. 
The patrollers are supplied 
with season passes, but the ski 
patrol isn't simply about free 
skiing. 
Franzmann said the patrollers 
had to buy equipment, the .... 
. patrols trademark blue-and- : ~i~;~ ?~"~" 
g°ld jackets' and g° thr°ugh an : 1 i 
intensive training course on first : 
aid and emergency procedures. , ,~ :-. " 
"We're trained in just about 
every initial on-the-scene ski 
emergency procedure," he said. 
The  patrol started getting 
organized more than three moq-. ~. , , . . . .  
• ' ,',.~ ~ '~,.~ ~;.T~i,,;';:~,~.~)~',~. ths agoL;;he stud; They re n~le  
up o f~ mix of experienced 
patrollers . . . .  
androokies learning the pro. 
cedures for the first time. 
"There isn't any onetype of 
person who is a ski patrol ler,"  
Franzmann said. "We've got 
office workers, housewives, you ~ 
name it. It's a real wide range of  
people that are out there to help 
OUt," 
The only requirements, he 
. ; '  i '  
patrollers learn basic on-hil l  
first aid, accident manr/gement, 
rescue toboggan hhndling~ and 
lift evacuation techniques. 
"When we first got the book, 
it seemed like so much ~ like 
wetd never get through it all," 
said patroller Mike Cltiistensen. 
Their duties include the final . 
sweep of the runs at  the end of - 
the day, to make sure nobody is 
stuck somewhere on the moun- 
tain. Radio communication 
means the patrollers hould be 
able to quickly respond to 
reports of injured skiers. 
"We see lots of minor in- 
juries - -  ankle twists and 
sprains and broken thumbs 
right up [o broken legs," he. 
said, "but the majority of the 
stuff is fairly minor." 
And although Franzmann 
said the patrol isn't specifically 
responsible for scenarios like 
carrying out a search for a miss- 
ing skier in an out-of-bounds 
area., it's certain they would be 
involved. " I f  somebody does 
get lost, we'll be out there." 
Because the ski patrol is often 
the most  v is ib le group 
associated with the ski hill's 
operation on the mountain, he 
said the patrollers had to learn 
some basic public relations 
skills to act as liaisons between 
the general public and Shames 
management. 
~;,,~--, ,: ~ , :  1 
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said, were that the patrollers be 
at least 18 years old, fairly com, 
petent skiers, and willing to 
learn the necessary first aid 
skills. 
The 30-hour twornight-a- 
week course saw the new 
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HOME PLAN 
DESIGN NO. WP-274 
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~ered ~tio DINING 
II 9-0x11-6 11-0x11-6 
II 2743x3505 3352x3505 
FAMILY ROOM I I - -  - -~r~=Ay.~ LIVll !¢.,-RO~ 
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PORCH 
M ain Floor 
P lans  inc lude  fu l l  
. . un f in /shed  base-  , . .  
ment...not shown. 
DOUBLE GARAGE 
20-0x20-6 
6096x6248 
House  P lans  Ava i lab le  Through 
3207 Munroe Terrace 
635-6273 
TERRACE 
BUILDERS 
CENTRE 
. 
' Width: 42L0" . . . . . . .  
Depth: 56' -0"  
Main Floor: 1264 sq. ft .  
Second :Floor. 1001 sq..ft.: , . . . : ,  . Exquisite 
l~  - : :~ ;!i Victorian 
I I i OPTIONAL Adaptation I l i CHINA 
We rem 
~1] -i <_ i :Here  is a truly exquisite Vic- 
: • : torian adaptation, The exter- 
,: --lot, •with its interesting roof 
lines, window treatment and 
:. inviting entrance porch, could 
. .... hardly be more dram atic. 
Inside, the drama really begins 
to unfold as one envisions 
his family's living patterns. 
The delightfully large foyer 
: has a two-storey ceiling, a 
" : " . patterns. 
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HAVE A HAPPY HOLIDAY 
May your home be blessed with joy this season. 
We welcome the opportunity to say thanks. 
Our many thanks to each an¢l all. 
I ,  
I 
( 
Expressing at this time our hopes for a bright future and a 
peaceful, prosperous year. We especially thank our 
customers for their support and patronage. 
: TERRACE REALTY  LTD.  
' 4635 Lazelle Avenue :: 
::::638-0371 
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Dashing through the snow I 
: : ' ; ' :~  In, a one-horse open sleIgh, I 
~ ~  Here s wishing all our vaJued friends and :" I 
, ...... .i I 
WIGHTMAN & SMITH WIGH:I'MAN & SMITH 
~SURANCE AGENCIES LTD. REALTY LTD,' . . . . .  
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NOTICE 
CLASSIFIED 
ADVERTISERS 
Due to the increased cost of production and 
handling in our classified ad department, The Ter- 
race Standard is compelled to adjust their rates for 
classified advertising effective January 2, 1991.  
NEW CLASSIFIED AD RATES! 
First insertion (20 words or less) 4 .70  plus 
12¢ per word for additional words. 
Additional insertions - -  $3 .10  plus 
9¢ for additional words 
Prices Include 7% G.S,T. 
PENNYSAVER SPECIAL - -  4 weeks for $8.95 
(not exceeding 20 words - -  non commercial) 
Prices include 7% G.S,T. 
THANK YOU 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-SAVE 
DEADLINE: NOON SATURDAYS 
Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stst holiday falls on a 
Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is Thursday at 
5 p.m. for all display and classified ads, 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE, B,C. VeG 1S8 
All classified and classified display ads must be prepaid by either cash, 
Visa or Mastercard When phoning in ads please have you Visa or Master- 
card number ready. 
20 words (first Insertion) $4.70 plus 1211: for additional words. *(Addi- 
tional Insertions) $3.10 plus 9; for additional words. "$6.96 for 4 weeks • 
(not exceeding 20 words, non-commercial) Prices Include 7% O.S.T. 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! 
1. Real Estate 12. Motorcycles 24. Notices 
2. Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 25. Business 
3. For Rent 14. Boats & Marine Opportunities 
4. Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery 26. Personals 
5. For Sale Misc. 16. Farm Produce 27. Announcements 
6. Wanted Misc.:- 17. Gar=age Sales ~,:~ ..'28;:Car(/of Thanks:~ 
: 7. :For Ren'¢Misc. 18; Business~Services:29:tn Memoriam "~,; 
8. Cars for Sale 19. Lost & Found 30. Obituaries 
9. Trucks for Sale 20. Pets & Livestock 31. Auction Sales 
LB. Aircraft 21. Help Wanted 32. Lesal Notices 
L1. Recreational 22. Careers 33. Travel 
Vehicles 23. Work Wanted 
i 
ltasdwd Tema 
The TeaKs Standa~ reserves the righl to classify ads 
under N~Pfopriate has,riDs and to set rates therefore and to 
~te<n+~ paoe I~el l~,  
Th4 Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, edit, 
classify or rojor:l any edveitismonl and to retain any answels 
dirontnd to 1he News Box Reply Service. and Io repay Ihe 
c~tomer the sum paid for the advertisment and box rental. 
Box rephes On *'Hold" Instr~tions no1 picked up wi~n 10 
days of ex~y of In edvartise~enl win be destroyed unless 
n~dUng tnzboctlOns axe rKelved. Those answering Box 
Ikxnl~Hs axe reeduezted nol to send e~lginals ol documents to 
avoid icss. 
All claims of enors in edverlisernents mu.st be received by 
Ibe publishar within 30 days after the f,st publication, 
It is ~g~eed by the edve~User rbouestin~ space that the 
I~ l t ly  of the Terrace Standard in the event of failure to " 
p~Alisn an edve~sement Or in the ovent ol an error appearing ' 
I{1 the edvefUsement as published shall be limited to the 
emo~nt I~  by t11o advertiser for On;-/gee Incorrect Inserti~ 
Iot the porti~ Ol the adverUsing space occupied by Ihe Inter. 
tact Or OnliItnd item Ooly, and thai there shall be no liability ¢n ' 
event oreeter than the zmounl paid fo~ such edverhalng. 
,. 
1. Real Estate 
CABIN FOR SALE, Finished cabin of approx- 
imately 900 sq. ft. available for sale on 4,24 
acres of leased recreational property located 
on Scum Lake, 32 miles south of Highway 20 
and 55 miles west of Williams Lake, B.C. C/W 
propane stove/cook stove and propane 
lighting, Finished cupboards and interior water 
system, No field or well, Lake has private air 
strip, Asking $15,000 for quick sale, Call In. 
dra Grainger at Croslna Realty Ltd, for further 
Into. 392,4422 days or 398.7470 evenings, 
Property of 4,24 acres is on an assumable 
lease or is available for purchase through the 
B.C, Govemmont, 25fin 
TRAILER COURT - TERRACE, 18 pads, cen. 
tral location. Owner will consider home in 
trade as pad payment, Call 1,656.9564 29fin 
1 ACRE CORNER LOT in New Remo, Cleared, 
was serviced. Phone Roger 638.1667 or 
Lynetts 581-2386. Asking $12,000 6p31 
TRI.PLEX IN THORNHILL, $85,000, Call 
635-4200 4p34 
MODERN 2 YEAR OLD HOUSE, 2 x 6 construc. 
tlon, 3 bedrooms, fully furnished basement. 
Paved driveway, NIG and wood furnace heat, 
2 blocks from downtown, Call 635-7583 or 
635.7608 4p34 
3 BEOROOM RANCH STYLE HOME. Large cur. 
nor lot downtown area. $9,000 down, Phone 
638,0508 leave message for appointment to
view, 4p34 
PRIVATE SALE - Immediate possession on 
this newly renovated 3 bedroom full basement 
home In the Rorseshoa, $69,000, 638.1208 
or 635.2357 after 6 p,m, 4p34 
2, Mobile Homes 
14 x 70  1982 MOBILE HOME. 3 br, 
woodstove, flnlshed4)orch, storage shed, 1st 
choice lot In Timberline Trailer Park. 
638,0771 or 796-9220 ~ 4p34 
8 x 28 TRAILER IN TOWN. Propane heat, 20 
gal. etec, hot water tank. Furnished, $2,000 
638.8052 after 6 p,m. !p.33 
3. For Rent 
850 SO, FT, of .offh:e space, 4623 La~fe. 
$525permonth.Cal1638'2552' ~ ~ .:, n, -~!, 
3. For Rent 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES featudng 
1150.1300 sq. It. plus basement, 2 baths, 
private yard, carport and satellite T.V. 
Houston, Phone 845.3161. 31tfn 
MOBILE HOME PADS for rent. One for a 
double.wide mobile, Call 1,656.9564 29tfn 
SHARED ACCOMMODATION TO NON-SMOKING 
working female, (students welcome). Kitchen 
facilities. All the comforts of home, $250 per 
month. 635,7504 after 6:30 p.m. 4p33 
FURNISHED TRAILER For gentleman ( New 
Remo) Call 638.0025, 4p34 
FOR RENT '1 bedroom unit In Thomhlll $350. 
per month. Call 635-4453, 4p34 
LOOKING FOR ROOMATE TO SHARE 3 
bedroom house on the bench In town. $350 
mth. 638.0168 2p35 
2 BEDROOM DUPLEX FOR RENT. Fddge, 
stove, wlw carpet. On Nelson Road, New 
Remo. Call 635.6904 2p35 
ROOMMATE REQUIRED FOR 2 BEDROOM 
house with den, Prefer mature non.smoking 
working female. Rent: $220 per month. Call 
638.0922 2p35 
DRIVE.IN FOR RENT OR LONG.TERM LEASE. 
First 3 months - no rent, ftrst 3 years - low 
rent, 638.0555 or 635-3327 4p35 
FOR RENT LOG HOME on 5 acres 14 miles 
east of Terrace, wood heat, Available January 
1. 627.1551 lp36 
2 BEDROOM SUITE, quiet, clean, fddge, stove, 
curtains, offstreet parking, laundry facilities is 
building. $440 per month, Btrchwood Apts, 
635.2556 2p36 
OFFICE SPACE 
TO LEASE 
245 sq. ft,, 525 sq. ft., 580 sq. 
ft,, primo d0wntown lOCation. Air 
condlUonlng, Lots Df parking: For 
more information call 638.1863 
evenings. 
: : •- 
3. For Rent 
1 BEDROOM DUPLEX, fridgelstove, .wlw 
carpeting, n town, no pets. Call 
635.5464 4p36 
SLEEPING ROOM FOR RENT. Available Jail, 1. 
In town. Call 635-7176 2p36 
WOODLAND 
APARTMENTS 
CORIRR OF KALUM & SCOTT 
CLOSE TO TOWN AND 8CHOOL8 
Fddge, stove; heal, hot water and NOW 
hydro included. Carpeting, laundry 
faciliti¢:~, storage space. References re, 
quired. 
1 Bedroom Apt. $405.00 When 
2 Bedroom Apt. $480.00 AvldlaNe 
3 Bedroom Apt, $550.00 
PHONE OFFICE 635-5224 
4. Wanted to Rent 
WANTED to rent or lease (with option to pur- 
chase) 2 or 3 bedroom house or trailer in town 
or Thornhlll, Call 638.8695 after 5:30:fin20 
WANTED TO RENT, CABIN A r LAKELSE LAKE 
for the summer. Prefer waterfront. Reply Box 
6291, 4647 Lazelle, Terrace. 35tin 
5. For Sale Misc. 
J,D. 350 LOADER. New engine, new tracks, 
etc. $1400,00 0.C.3 Crawler Cat, blad~ & 
bucket 60% new. $5500. 32 ft. house boat 
• lifetime aluminum -has everything & trailer 
• $19500. 82 lade 2-door auto • good cond, 
$1500. 14 ft, Td.hull speed boat- 50 horse 
menk, trailer $2800. Clean Okanagan Camper 
• hyd, Jacks, $2000. New Kubnda rite plant & 
battery change $550, Ken Allen Box 161 
Granlsle. Ph. 697-2474.. 19tin 
AD-LIB MUSIC BOARD with extra songs and 
utilities. Like new. $120. Phone 798.2551 
after 6 p.m. fin17 
IT COSTS NO MORE to get the best. Over 20 
years In professional taxidermy. For free 
estimate, call Wolfgang at Bus. 1.692-3093, 
Res. 1-692-7682 tin21 
22 -250  REMINGTON VARMINT SPECIAL. 
Heavy contour bareel. 4 x 12 power scope. 
$500, Call 635.4894 29tin 
DURST RCP20 8 x 10" color print processor. 
In good condition $550 OBO, Call 1.624-3449 
4p33 
COMPLETE HO MODEL RAILROAD layout, 
Totally remote controlled, To be sold as is or 
piecemeal, Call 635.6146 or 635.2522 4p35 
26" AVOCADO KENMORE RANGE $75; 10 cu 
white refrigerator "McClary Easy" $75; Glass 
topped desk $75; Antique oak dresser and 
chlffoneer $200 ea 2 occasional chairs $35 
- ea.; :TOOled'Copper top "i'od~d~'.dldl~g~te~ble 
'~': t5O0~ 2.pew Dunlop E, forcer~endtS ~ts  ~ 
$40 ea.: 2 Sl~engor Cub II tennis' rac~luets 
$40 ea.: Pet Carder $30; 2 tape recorders 
$25 us; 1 36" trampoline $30; Casiot0ne 
CT310 keyboard $150. Call 635.7773 2p35 
APPROXIMATELY 3 CORDS of seasoned 
firewood. Will deliver and stack at $225. 
Fisher wood stove $200. Call 635.3662 after 
6 p.m, 2p36 
8. Cars for Sale 
1986 SUBARU, FRONT WHEEL Drive. tilt, 
cruise, AMIFM cassette, int, wipers, hallogen 
headlights; rear window defrost. Clean] 
75,000 kms. $9,000. Call 638-8654 even- 
ings. fin 
BLUE 1981 TOYOTA LANDCRUISER in GOOd 
condition. $4,000. Call 638-0107 8p32 
1976 FORD ZEPHYR WAGON. P/S, P/B, auto. 
Call 635-2146 4p33 
1989 HONDA CIVIC DX, Under 30,000 km, 5 
speed, excellent condition. Asking $10,000. 
Call 638-1032 4p35 
9, Trucks for Sale 
1988 GMC 4 x 4, 305 automatic, gas and pro- 
pane fuel, Rigged for towing, high miles but 
excellent condlUon. Asking $12,500. 
692.3457 4p33 
1982 SUZUKI 4 x 4. Seats 4, also a 8000 lb. 
Warn winch. Call 845-3265 4p33 
1981 FORD F150 2 Wh, Dr. P/U in good condi- 
tion with canopy. To view phone 635.7890 
after 6 p.m. 4p33 
1981 FORD ONE TON. Dual wheel cube van. 
15', auto, 351, $4,500 080. 635.5586 4p33 
1985 FORD F150. 6 Cyl. engine, Dual bat- 
terles, overload springs, chains, Call 
678-8891 after 6 p,m. 4p34 
1980 FORD BRONCO 4x4, Motor 302, manual 
transmission, trailer hitch, major front end 
repairs, new brakes, mufflers, paint $5,900. 
635-3752 4p35 
12. Motorcycles 
1989 I~AWASAKI NINJA ZXtO 1000. Ex. 
cellent Deed. 6,900 kms, Call Oarren 
635-6310 for appt, to view. 4p34 
13. Snowmobiles 
1991 YAMAHA EXCITER II, clw $200 lree ac. 
cossorles. $6,800 firm, Call 638.1193 4p34 
1985 SKI.D00 FORMULA PLUS. Very good 
condition, tunneled 40ms carbs. $3,300 
OB0. Phone 847-2901 4p35 
15. Machinery 
JOHN DEERE 440 skldder, snow wing blade 
included, extra wide tires, Excellent condition. 
i~,~,~$8.,500, 695.6568 or 695-6662 4p33 
i -r~D THICKNESS PLANER 3 PH 25V~ w cut 9"d. 
$6,000, Makita 12" thickness jointer planer 
$1,750, Makita 16" Baodsaw $1,500, Bewalt 
14" HD 14" Radial Arm Saw 51,500, I pair 
15 ton track jacks, $300, 3 only. 12 ton HYD 
jacks $150, Wadkins HO 12" table saw. 3 PH 
or 220, $3,000. Call for info or viewing 
635-2533 or 638-1586 4p33 
1978 CAT 528 LINE SKIDDER. Serviced and 
ready to work; mint condition, with many ex. 
tras. Call between 6 and 9 evenings, 
84"5:7096 4p35 
1988 668D GRAPPLE SKIDDER still under 
warranty. Very good condition. Best buy 
046.5980 or 847-2299 4p35 
1978 D8K DOZER, S/N 77V9004. Unit has 
straight blade & single shank ripper. Engine 
has approx. 8000 hrs since overhaul, Rails 
are in good condition. Call Endako Mines at 
699.6211 local 254. 4p35 
18. Business Services 
IT COSTS NO MORE to get the best. Over 20 
years in Professional Taxidermy, For free 
estimate call Wolfgang at Bus. 692.3093; 
Res, 692-7682 rta 
QUALITY RENOVATIDNS1638-1349 4p33 
T I A ~  "S.  
FXNF_ST ESCORT SERWCE 
We Pamper & Tease 
'Cause We Aim To Please 
635,5323 
TERRACE 
Main office Fort St John 
785-2629 
GRAND OPENING 
SPECIAL 
• Itll 
SILVER BIRCH 
ELECTRICAL 
• Major Appliance Repair 
• Electrical Wiring 
IVAN & MITCH 
Registration No. 16573 
6J'-•-oC:LL-----I 7299f 
19. Lost & Found 
IT COSTS YOU NOTHING to place a Lost and 
Found Classified. Phone 638-SAVE before 12 
Noon Saturdays. 
MISSING ADULT FEMALE AIREDALE terrier, 
black and tan. Lost from Sheraton area, 
answers to name Rosa. Phone 692-7491 
4p34 
LOST 1 man's emerald green robe with letter. 
in9 (T.N.) in the Skeena Mall. If any informa. 
tion, please call 632-6824 2p36 
LOST WHEEL COVER for a Chevrolet Corsica 
on Dec, 18190. Reward olfered. Call 
635.2263 if found 2p36 
20. Pets & Livestock 
WANTED ALL TYPES OF LIVESTOCK, Will 
buy, trade, order, buy & pick.up & delivery. 
Licensed and bonded, sealer and auctioneer. 
Ken Rose, 1.694.3507 or 1•694.3631 eves. 
4p33 
6 YR. OLD MORGAN/Quarter horse geld~g-. 
i 
16.1 h.h, Well started. 3 yr. old quarter horse 
filly. Well broke. 694-3376 4p33 
PRETTY WHITE MALE POODLE, Has shots, 
1989 EDDY BAUER fullslze Bronco 4x4, Fully wormed, trimmed, Ready to make you happy, 
loaded, 38,000 km, $22,500. 1.692.3738 S . . . .  pdce for Xmas, 692-3722 anytime. 
eves. 4p36 ~...~"" ~' : ~. 4p34 
BEAUTIFUL SEALPOINT SIAMESE cats, All 
10 .  A i rc ra f t  ages. Give one for Xmas, They are litter train- 
ed. 692-3722 anytime. 4p34 
ULTRALITE - 1986 Spectrum Beaver 
flX550. 132 hours Tr. Full - lotus floats, 
rotax 503 47hp engine. All instruments, Ultra- 
ogre helmet, 729 radio, mounted antennae. 
$16,500 firm, 1-692.3070 eve, Box 258 
Bums Lake,l-692.3070. 4p34 
WOODGREIEN 
FOR SALE ORRENT LUXURY CONDOMINIUMS 
4832 LAZELLE AVENUE 
Natural Gas Fireplaces, Dishwashers, Fddge, Stove, Drapes, 
Plush Carpeting, Balconlas or Personal Patios, 
Ceramic Tiled Bathroom8 & EnsuRes 
• 1/2 Block from Skoena Mall & MecDonalds 
~ Large Kltchi~ne, beautlfufly appointed, 
: ~ ~:i~: Resident Manager and Security Entrance 
: ~*~/~ :; ;i~ : :  ~' ~ Undercover Parldng 
--':" "~ . '  ~*': ~ "r : ) :PH~Rngt  $$1hO00 tO $41,600 
ALL BREED ] 
DOG GROOMING 
Reasonable Rates, 10 Years Experience 
JANE TURNER 638-8018 
Mornings or Evenings 
21. Help Wanted 
EARN MORE MONEY THAN YOU COULD possi. 
bfe spend. Enjoy all the time, freedom you 
ever wanted, Get out of the ratraee forever. 
Call 632.4450. 24 hr. recorded message, 
4p34 
NEEDED RELIABLE and responsibta babysitter 
clost to Kiti.Kshan school for weekdays, 
Please call mornings before 10 a,m, or altar. 
noons after 4:30 p.m. 635-9338 3p34 
EXPERIENCED HOUSEKEEPER needed in Cop. 
perslde area. 3~4 mornings per week. Ex. 
perience and references required. Duties: 
general housekeeping, laundry, windows etc. 
Salary negotiable. 635-6948 3p34 
0PPORTUNII"Y WILL BE AVAILABLE for a 
front end alignment and brake specialist in the 
Prince Rupert area. Growing company expan. 
ding into this field, Apply with resume to 
5130A Hwy 16 West. VSG 4R6 4p34 
CONTRACT TIRE is seeking an experienced in- 
side sales person. Duties and responsiblities 
to include shipping, receiving and inventory 
control. Please submit. Resume to 6130 A 
Hwy 16 West, V8G 4R6 4p34 
WE ARE LOOKING FOR SOMEONE WITH A 
vehicle on a call.in basis (weekends) to cover 
newspaper routes in the Terrace/Thornhill 
areas. Please contact Terry at 638.7283 
34tfn 
A SUPERVISOR POSITION IS AVAILABLE in 
Burns Lake. effective January, 1990. Ap. 
pllcants must have professional training in a 
field related to early childhood evelopment 
(e.g. therapy, education, nursing) and should 
have demonstrated practical experience in 
working with developmentally.delayed in. 
rants, their families, and other professionals. 
Send full resume to "Infant Development Pro- 
gram, Bcx 1142, Burns Lake, 8.C., VOJ lEO." 
This position will remain open until a suitable 
applicant is found. 4p35 
JOIN THE WINNING TEAM United Buy and Sell 
has openings for 2 dynamic selftmotivated 
• and ambitious manager trainees (no ex- 
perience necessary) but must be willing to 
start at the bottom and work hard. Great 
future with annual income potential of 
$50,000. No smokers. 635-4111 35tin 
SALES SERVICE AGENT REQUIRED to service 
Smithers.Vanderhoof, Part.time. We'll set you 
up in business. You must have adequate vehi. 
cle and storage space. Renomeration by corn. 
mision Auto allowance. Reply to Household 
Rental System, 3068 Beta Avenue, aurnaby, 
BC. V5G 4K4 4p36 
23. Work Wanted 
THE TERRACE STANDARD reminds adver- 
risers that the human debts code in British 
Columbia forbids publication of any advertise- 
ment in connection with employment which 
discriminates against any person because of 
origin, or requires an job applicant to furnish 
~.~any information co'n~'e'rni(l~]'r~de retiglort, col- 
~our anceSt~, plac~'ere~fg n'br pot ca belief. 
;' Readers: In ads where 'male' is referred to, 
please rea~ also as 'female' and where 
'female' is used, read also as 'male'. 
REPLYING TO A BOX NUMBER? Please be 
sure you have the correct box number as 
given in the ad. Address to: Box , The Ter- 
race Standarr~, 4647 Lazelle, Ave., Terrace, 
B.C., V8G 168. Please do not include bulk 
goods or money to Box replies. 
WILL DO SEWING for any occasion. 
Christmas, weddings, New Years. For more 
information, call Kathy 635-5426 8p31 
JOURNEYMAN CARPENTER will do finishing, 
renovation, install cabinets, patios, etc. Call 
635.6277 (leave message) 8p33 
WILL BABYSIT IN MY HOME. In Clarence 
Michiel area. Have experience and fenced 
yard, 635.3246 4p33 
NEED YOUR ROOF SHOVELLED? Reasonable 
rates, Call 638.8891 alter 6 D,m. 4p34 
WORK WANTED. Truck driver with 14 years 
experience seeking ajob Iooging or highway 
hauling. Excellent references available. Call 
collect. 378-6235 anytime 4p34 
24, Notices 
PRO.LIFE EDUCATION available to general 
public; videos, pamphlets, lendin 9 library, 
dealing with human life issues such as abor. 
tion and euthanasia, Student enquiries 
welcome. Call 635-5427 or 638-0382, 5find 
WELLS - BARKERVILLE SCHOOL 50th 
Homecoming committee isseeking everyones 
help in locating students, teachers, parents 
and friends for our Reunion Festivities, June 
28, 29, 30, 1991, Wdte Box t09, Wells, B,C, 
VOK 2RO or phone (604) 994.3486 4p35 
CORRECTION 
In this week's 'We Give 
You The Savings' flyer, 
some of the Items advertis- 
ed on page 4 era Incorrect. 
The 15% discount does not 
apply to Groceries marked 
dept. 50 or tobacco Items 
marked 48. 
We apologize for any In- 
convenience this may have 
caused. 
K mart Canada Limited. 
- I  
HALF PRICE 
JEWELLRY 
Earrings, Bracelets, Rings 
and much, much more 
Skeena Mall until - ..,: 
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 29 ONLY 
. . . . . . .  I f t, i I i n . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . .  4 . - - - L~. .  
Legion 
Open Bonsplei 
Jan.26, 28, 27 
3 events --  Prizes 
Enter your team today 
Phone 635-5825 
for more Info. 
Cost $120 per team 
$50 deposit 
i 
IN THE MATTER OF 
THE BANKRUPTCY OF 
ROBERT MCHEAL CASORSO 
(Formerly operating as ."Casorso Enter- 
pdses" and/or "R.M. Casorso Trucking 
Ltd.") 
NOTICE is hereby given that ROBERT 
MICHEAL CASORS0 filed an assignment 
on the 13th day of December, 1990, and 
that the first meeting of creditors will be 
held on Friday, the 25th day of January, 
1991 at the hour of 10:30 o'clock in the 
forenoon, at The Court House, 100 Market 
Place, in the City of Prince Rupert, intha 
Province of Bdtish Columbia, 
Dated at Prince George, B.C. this 17th day 
of December, 1990. 
Deloitte& 
Touche 
Trustee ~ 
No, 500 • 299 Victoria Street 
Prince George, B,C. V2L 5B8 
(604) 564-7281 
25. Business 
Opportunities 
ATTENTiONI if you are willing to work hard for 
the next 8- 36 mths you could very' well earn 
financial security for you and your family. Carl 
24 hrs for recorded message 1;290.9184 
4p33 
FOR SALE: Muffler shop equipment and invert. 
tory. Top quality. Priced dght, Carl Wayne at 
567.2602 after 6 p.m. or 564.3377 days, 
• 4p35 
26. Personals 
ADVERTISE personal messages in the Terrace 
Standard. Confidentiality is assured. Phone 
638-7283 Monday to Fdduy, 9 a.m to 5 p.m. 
WARNING! It really works. Lose weight now. 
fast, simple, 100% natural nutrition, 100% 
guaranteed. Call for details. 638.8134 4p33 
~? "~ 
From the BAHA'I HOLY wdtings 
"What a power God has given our 
spidts! He has endowed us with a 
power to penetrate the realities of 
things..." 
To explore these wdtings further call 
635-3219 or 636-9012 
i Happy 30th Birthday 
Gregg Halfyerd 
"You've still got great legs" 
Love Tracy and Spenser 
FOOLS 
RUSH IN. 
YOUR LOCAL POLICE 
Page B8 - Terrace Standard, Monday, December 24, 1991 
638'SAVEr i • i, J~:: / • 
!i: /• 
I I • 
| I 
v ~ , ~ :  'BUY  'SELL  'RENT  'TRAD E 
.!: 
J What from B1 I S  *****  
I : : ...... Tuesdays 9:30 a.m.-noon and 1-4 p.m. Weigh ng and measuring children no 
i i i :  lifting necessary. For more into. phone the Skeena Health Unit 638-3310 
: :: ANYONE INTERESTED in joining a support group for step and blended JOB OPPORTUNITY 
ASSISTANT MANAGER 
Location: Kitselas Indian Band 
Salary: To be negotiated 
Duties: Assist the band manager and project manager in the 
i daily operations of the Kitselas Indian Band. 
Qualifications: Grade 12 or equivalent; must have a good 
working knowledge of the department of Indian Affairs and 
other funding agencies. Must also show good leadership to 
supervise staff members and work with band members. Must 
'also have a good working knowledge of finances and main. 
taining financial records. 
• ! Closing date for applicants is December 30, 1990. 
The successful applicant is expected to start work on the 
:17 of January. 
For further information please contact Wilfred McKenzie at 
the Kitselas Band Office. Telephone 635-5084 
Note: Applicants must apply at the local manpower (CEIC) of- 
fice for referrals. 
Northwest Community College 
TERRACE 
INVITES APPLICATIONS FOR 
ACCOUNTING CLERK IV 
Northwest Community College has an immediate opening for an Ac. 
counting Clerk IV. This is a full-time, continuing appointment commen- 
clng as soon as possible. The salary will be In accordance with the Col- 
lege agreement with the BCGEU Clerk IV scale. 
DuBz: Through the medium of an integrated computerized accounting 
system (VAX) the successful applicant will: 
Review, prepare and input source documents into the system. 
Have a full understanding of all aspects of an accounting system in- 
cluding accounts receivable, accounts payable, cash control and other 
financial transactions. Compile reports and financial information using 
the accounting system and other computer equipment as required. 
Mairltain existing department filing systems. Respond to queries 
.from internal and external sources. Perform other incidental duties 
; within the accounting department. 
Education: Secondary School graduation with additional courses in ac- 
counting and office procedures. 
liMB: Ability to relate effectively with other staff members, to work 
with a minimum of supervision and to possess a good knowledge of 
clerical and office procedures. Familiarity with computer systems, 
.preferable VAX. 
Expedep©8: A minimum of five years related accounting experience. 
Payroll experience an asset. 
For more information, contact Cynthia Preyser at 635-6511 (218). 
Applications and resumes hould be submitted in confidence not later 
than January 4, 1991 to: 
Manager, Human Resources 
Northwest Community College 
Box 726, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4C2 
Fax 635-3511 
CARRIERS 
NEEDED 
NOW! 
Are you {0oki,~.~ :or ways to 
emn a little :,;,za (,s~? 
We me n0w ]o( Ling to fill 
routes th, oug[.oul ,,ur 
distribufiua ore~ 
When you d~ivu 
TERRACE STANDARD 
OR 
SKEENA MARKETPLACE 
Ihere is 110 t0llet~fng, [usl 
•aight del, very~ 
I 
I I 
' " - COB/TERRACE AND DISTRICT WHITE CANE CLUB needs volunteers 
; . to assist he blind and visually impaired with crafts and recreations (bowling 
. . . .  , i  i: ; :eta.) Also needed rivers to take members in and around town: We would 
: : really appreciate It. Please contact Felix 638-1285 or Phyl s 638-0412. 
families, call Lee at 635-9055. 
TERRACE AA MEETINGS, 635-6533, Men's Sun. 1)its 7 p.m. Hospital 
Psych Unit, 4720 Haughland. Sun. Women's 8:30 p.m. Hospital Psych Unit. 
Monday alte 8:30 p.m. Blue Gables Corr. Institution. Monday nite 8:30 
p.m., Knox United Church, 4907 Lazelle Ave. Tuesday nits 8:30 p ,m. i  
Catholic Church, 4830 Straume Ave. Wed. nits Beginners 7:30 p.m. Hospital 
Psych Unit. Friday nile 8:30 p.m. Kermode Centre 3313 Kalum St. 
BIG BROTHERS AND BIGSISTERS arc now underway. The first A.G.M. 
proved to be a success with enough people present o flu all executive; and 
directors chairs. The next few months will he busy trying to set totally func- 
tional by spring. But, wc still can't do it without you. Anyone interested in 
becoming a Big Brother or Sister, or i f  you are willing just to help please feel 
free to join us in this worthwhile project. Meetings are held every third Tues. 
day of the month. 
' k *  "k*  ,k 
OSTOMY SUPPORT GROUP for any persons having an ostomy or needing 
one in the future. A chance to share problems, concerns, information and 
receive support from others in the same situation. Call Terrace 635.5905 or 
Kitimat 632-5951. 
** 'k*  "k 
WEDNESDAYS COFFEEBREAK, a women's community bible study' 
begins its new season. We meetWed. 9:30.11 a.m. We offer free child care, a 
story hour program for 3,4 & 5 yr. aids, an opportunity to meet new friends, 
small sroup discussions over a cup of coffee, There's a place for you with us 
-- join usl Terrace Christian Reformed Church on the comer of Sparks & 
Straume. 
" J r ****  
FOR INFORMATION ON THE Old Guid~ of Canada, Tall Totem Divi- 
sion, contact Kathy Davies 638-1245 or Mar s Cooper 638-0609. 
• k****  : 
AWANA CLUBS for boys and girls ins  at Thornhill Community Centre 
every Wed. evening at 6:30 p.m. for info. call 635-3624 or 635-2761. 
'A" * 'k  * * 
ANYONE INTERESTED in becoming a leader & teaching a self-help pro- 
gram relating to arthritis please phone Mary at 635-2577 or Joyce at 
635-5024. 
"k ' **  **  
"KITIMAT" & TERRACE Blind & Yisunlly impaired persons. We have a 
white cane club in Terrac¢~. When in town come and have coffee with us. We 
would be happy to welcome you. Located at Women's Resource Centre 4542 
Park Ave. Thursday, 1:30 p.m. Into. contact Phyllis 638-0412 or Felix 
638-1285. 
2"4. Notices 
TERRACEI 
CITY OF TERRACE 
CITY OF TERRACE 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
REZONING APPLICATION 
: TAKE NOTICE THAT an application has been made to 
amend the City of Terrace ZONING BY-LAW No. 
401-196B, (and amendments thereto). 
TAKE NOTIC E ALSO THAT the application affects the 
area, within the City of Terrace, described as: 
Legal & Civic 
Descriptions: Lot 1, Plan 1103, District Lot 361, (4742 
Davis Avenue) shown shaded on ac- 
companying map. 
INTENT: The Intent of this zoning amendment ap- 
plication is to: 
the zoning of Lot 1, Plan 1103, 
District Lot 361. (4742 Davis Avenue) 
from Single and Two-family Residential 
~ .~. ; (R2) TO RESIDENTIAL MULTI-FAMILY 
WALSI,I AVE. 
Ld "] 
ROAD DEIXCA lION ,= 
............ DAVIS AVE. I - ' - - I -  
PROPOSED REZONING (Shaded area) 
SINGLE AND TWO-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL (R2) CHANGED TO 
RESIDENTIAL MULl'I-FAMILY DWELLING (R3) 
The proposed amendment By-law may be inspected 
between the hours of 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday to 
Friday, excluding holidays from December 11, 1990 to 
January 7, 1991, ir~cluslve, in the reception area at the Ci- 
ty of Terrace Public Works Building at 5003 Graham 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
.THE PUBLIC HEARING WILL BE HELD ON MONDAY 
JANUARY 7~ 1991, AT 7:00 P.M., IN THE MUNICIPAl 
COUNCIL CHAMBERS, 3216 EBY STREET, TERRACE, 
B.C-- 
Any parson(s) wishing to voice their opinions regar- 
ding this application may do so, In wrltlng~ or In person 
AT THE PUBLIC HEARING. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE 
MUNICIPAL ACT R.S.8.C. 1979 (and Amendments 
thereto). 
TAKE NOTICE and be governed accordingly. 
E.R. HALLSOR, CLERK-ADMINISTRATOR 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
REZONING APPLICATION 
TAKE NOTICE THAT an application has been made to 
amend the City of Terrace ZONING BY-LAW No. 
401-1966, (and amendments thereto). 
TAKE NOTICE ALSO THAT the application affects the 
area, within the City of Terrace, described as: 
Legal & Civic 
Descriptions: Lot 11, Plan 3329, District Lot 361, 
(4721 Park Avenue) shown shaded on 
accompanying map. 
INTENT: The Intent of thla zoning amendment ap- 
plication is to: 
..~:.j;- oha~ the zoning of Lot 11, Plan 
. . . . . . .  3329; District Lot 361, (472,1 Park 
Avenue) from Single end Two-family 
Residential (R2) to CENTRAL COMMER. 
ClAL (Cl)  
PARK AVE.  
. r . .  
L.AZg'I-L~" AVe'. 
PROPOSED REZONING , .  
LOT II, PLAN 3329, DISTRICT LOT 361 I Shoded oreo' } 
SINGLE AND T~O-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL [R2) TO BE 
CHANGED TO CENTRAL COMMERCIAL (el) 
The proposed amendment By-law may be inspected 
between the hours of 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday to 
Friday, excluding holidays from December 11,1 990 to 
January 7, 1991, inclusive, in the reception area st the Ci- 
ty of Terrace Public Works Building at 5003 Graham 
Avenue, Terrace. B.C. 
Any person(s) wishing to voice their opinions reBar- 
dins this application may do so, In writing, or [n person 
MONDAY, JANUARY 7, 1991, at 7:30 p.m,, In th~ 
Municipal Council Chambers~ 3216 Eby Street| Terrace| 
B.C__ 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE 
MUNICIPAL ACT R.S.B.C. 1979 (and Amendments 
thereto). ~'~' 
TAKE NOTICE and be governed accordingly. 
E.R. HALLSOR, CLERK-ADMINISTRATOR 
BLANKET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
Them Ads qq)earin the moee thlm 100 Nt'~:ai~m d the B.C, end Yukon Communily Newspapers Asaedal~on 
endrea~momtheml,~OO,OOOpolenllalm~bm, " ' • - :"J' 
$195. for 25 words ($3.70 per each additional word) 
IRISMIM OPPOITI1JNmE8 P.~RIIEIMI 
FREE am~r guide to horne-~Kly . 'Am"  You. OWN ,MF m, m * "  -- ---- 
EXPORT 13using,u,, even 
tim. Nommy~ox~r~nm. {. .u~u~, /~. . .  
8{n~e lS4e. -Free brochure: ~m0,uucmes,~,~emmmomsy, 
W~de Weald Trlde, ¢0 OdD. E I~Leg lVMed lmJBO~I -  
1' 8klQWay AVe,, Torero, OnL, 1~.~/~1~1 w~l,  TO''~tO, 
M1M~V1. 
FOR 8ALII Ml~O 
1Na Unk~ 1.8280o w~h Lake 
olnok~ odP ~and denm- 
bar. Rdlyeaucled. 4,700bourn: 
R:r i~e or-i~e w]h expeden~ 
~r.~Mu~ eelL EMablbl~ 
I'I00tOAY. How to May home 
lad make 11100Mly.. Oldt 
emgl4 RB I I~ ,  
I~WANl r~ 
TRAIN TO MANAGE AN 
APARTMENT/OONDOMINIUM 
COMPLEX. The Govemmenl 
Ik:e rind homeeludy certlflcelion 
Indudem free p~menent ueb. 
tara. Free I~Ohum:lgrl.84~8 
oroute~JeVanoouv~r].~O0~l~- 
~9(24hm). 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTU. 
NITY. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
Io work under ¢gn¢l~m of the 
mee to: DzM K'an'; ~dl~n Fdmd- 
f f ,  C,m~e. Box 2920, 8mahem, 
VOJ 2N0. A t~ Von 
emm, (so, q~74moo. 
HELP WANTWD 
FORESTRY FIELD ENGI- 
NEER, O-S yore experience 
required. BEVIOON SERV- 
ICES INC, Box ,IS0. Sm~em, 
B.O., VOJ 2N0. Phone 847- 
0680, Fax 847-2e~O for morn 
WormaUeo. 
PERaONALe 
roD, v~tn0 to ¢~xrm~ond 
wlih Canaean male, age aodo. 
Write to Made Kaol ,Pol~ach 16, 
600OLu~me.10.awllzsdiuxl. 
TRAVEL 
AU~TRALINNEW ZEALAND. 
.mn~J~ !m~,. v~muvnrL*~.ze{¢,- 
umo.mlurn from I070 to$1.404. 
Vtmoxe,'~r/Sydney r turn from 
III ,240 to $I ,717, Vlnoouv~r (:el: 
734-77;U5. To,-hm: 1.800-072. 
e0~8. 
.I " :~" )  
"mAVB. 
;'" VIOTORIA B.O; '** ~1~ . i  
ADMIRAL MOTEL. Rne aoaL~ .:~i 
~ om~t~l~u~ • 
lul HARBOUFL Hou~.lpe~nO [] 
unflo, muiormblemlu, MgndlW; • 
~r~ 8ttemkm from fo~ • 
ow~r¢ ~ emmk~ • 
vavIX1.TeI(604JS~/~I~I " I 
me ha=~ d=y~ =d~ 
¢ommodatlon I~Cka0~ for ~l'/ 
tls~m0n, doUbb oocutm~, 
~ow==on. OlwF~k~00 W~ 
m'a~dXo. 1-800-083.0~ 
WAN'I1EO 
for he,, w mad~wy. I~v 
cuh o~ooml~, Wmd~l I / INk  
mely: eESm~A.172 e.d ,, ii~B. 
~ even. Mge, ~'dim ~I&(9~ 
'21. Help Wanted 
Pities Bm¢ Pmdn¢ and Inland 
¢ ~  m dbw~n d~o: 
equipment. ~ ~o Kemp6 
(eo~,uxml. 
I'd like to be a TERRACE STANDARDISKEENA MARKETPLACE Ccrrlel 
~A~: 
ADDRESS: 
PHOflE - -  AGE: 
" ~ase drop off or stud to: 
TERRACE STANDARD (Attention Terry) 
4647 Lazotte Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 158 
- ' - - - " r  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  --.- . . . . . . . . . . . .  : r.- . . . . .  
141 - 4700 Park 
265 - River Dr., Clark 
120 - 4800 Loen, Olson, Scott, Walsh, 3400 Munroe 
A Wednesday Community Newspaper Distributed 
to 6800 Homes and A Shopper D)strlbuted to 14,000 Homes 
i 
, ' t  
i 
:/i! 
"~3 ' ¸:¸ ¸  ! 
!:! I 
USI 
TERRACE EXPERTS - -  IN A GLANCE 
~er 24, 1991 - Page B9 :I I `  I " ' :  I 
NEID ENTERPRISES LTD. 
SPECIALIZING IN ALUMINUM WELDING 
& MANUFACTURING 
CUSTOM BUILT BOATS - BOAT REPAIRS 
ALUMIN UM FABRICATION -- GAS TANKS _ TOOL BOXES 
RUNNING BOARDS -- BOX LINERS -- ]0 FT, SHEAR 
~ 0 0  TON METAL BENDING PRES~- I 
J IM NEIDI  I 
(604) 635- 3478 I 
• 4575 LOWRIE AVENUE I 
TERRACE, B.C. VSG 3V8 I 
This space available to advertise 
your business or service centre! 
Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants today! 
~~PERRACE.  STANDAR~ 
[ SERVING TH£ TERRACE AREA 
4647 Lazelle Avenue. 638-SAVE 
This space available to advertise 
your business or service centre! 
Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants today! 
~T ERRACE • STANDA l • S.V,.~,'.,,'ERR.,~, ARE.,' '~ I  
i 
4647 Lazelle Avenue. 638-SAVE 
BUSINESS OF THE WEEK 
l TRANSPORTA TION 
~=SYSTEMS L TD.--~ 
... SINCE 1955 
.~, ~ freight service ex Vancouver 1 
I 
- :TEL:(604) 635-2728 
I" FAX,: (604) 635-719 Z MEMBER OF ~.~ 
TE   CE, e C I 
i 
"Full Floral an d Balloon Service" 
:. ~. Silk -- Fresh Flowers .. 
Unique Floral Designs. Original Deliveff Service 
. Balloon Gift Wrapping *Tropical Plants, Gifts, Balloons 
*Tuxedo deliveries available upon request 
CHRISTMAS IDEAS IN FLORAL,BALLOONS AND GIFTS NOW AVAILABLE 
COME AHD SEE US TODAYi 
HEATHER GRAYDOH - JOANNE WiLYMAN 
Bus. 635.6312 3237 Kalum Stree 
Fax, 638-0603 Terrace, B.C. V86 2H3 
i 
Always wanted a log house? 
PJa.n...it Now with , 
'~: :i-.'-- ~ --: !~~.,~T--._-!~.,: %: --~ - 
L uss=  a   momes 
- ~ ~ ~ : , ' i  .~ . :~-_ . . . _~_~, -~-~ :~ 
~,  -. . ~ - ~  ' ~ ~ . .  , . 
Quality at affordable price 
Terrace, B.C. 63~7400 
' NORTHERN CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANING 
635-3944 
NORTHLAND COMMUNICATIONS 
~,~ * V.H,F. & U.H.F. Radios 
• Portable Radio's 
* Marine Radio's 
= Mountain Top Repeaters 
"k * Scales 
,~1  D LAN ID~[~[~ 
LAND MOBILE RADIO I " - I L JUUUU 
CANADA LTD. 
NORTHLAND COMMUNICATIONS 
No. 4.~oo~ Po~le 638"0261 
TJr. ,4~JI~,~J~'S 
FINEST ESCORT SERVICE 
We Pamper & Tease 
'Cause We Aim To Please 
I 6 3 5 - 5 3 2 3  
• TERRACE 
Ma~n office GRAND OPENING Look for 
• Fort St. John Dawson Creek 
~65.2e29 SPECIAL ~62~  
:" •This space available to advertise ' 
your  business or service centrel 
!::i r C=~ anyone O~ our Advertls=n, Con~u,ants to~a~ 
~ T~RRA, CE l STANDA~ !il 
l 
',,: . . . . .  le Avenue. 638 SAVE~ 
, F,,.~I ,,~i-/~- ,:,~ .;;i;il -~ ~ . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  , , ,,, ,~, 
D  ANE 
F U N'E L H O M E 
Box 247: s~i~il~,.s~e.c. • U~-~44t. 
.... / '^  Professional counselling l ~ . 
Memorial markers [, . . . . . .  , i~ .... ='' , l=t  !Grave covers ~, :::: . . . . . .  , I '~ '~,  ~. ',, ~p,  
. ,po~." ,A~ go, n.c.',, ~,,~u~ 
' ~Y~= FOR CHRISTMAS PARTIES ,-e . "Y ':" 
• 7-"~'~tg~V' "* " * Novelty Balloon 0 Grams ' ,~L~ 
. i~.'~wx * Santa Fun packs ' ~.'J=~." 
• ~.  "I- * Christmas Window Displays r ,NI"~'% 
"~ ~ ." * Much much more. .~ ~. .  
~ = (rain 24 hour notice) "adl(l~ ¢
• ~ ;.t~_. CHRISTMAS BALLOON WRAPPINg ~ %,~. ,,.~i~_ 
635-6312 ,o. 1-3,3, KIIumAvI: ~ 
T ~  C I ,  B 'C*  l " 
ii 
MACKAY 'S  FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD. 
Terrace Crematorium 4626 Davis Ave,~ Terrace 
Directors: 
JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE 
JEANETTE DE FRANE 
~,o.z* p~.~.~s 24  HOUR - / ' ,  
& monumem= Answering and Pager Service 
Terrace, Kltimat, Smlthers • 
Pri~o,u~,. 635 2444 ,o°o,.,~,oe • Association 
Weddings 
Portraits 
Family Portraits 
5 Min. Passports 
Dry Mounting 
Custom Framing 
Mat Cutting 
Posters 
Limited Edition Prints 
Laminating 
Bateman- Brenders 
Bama- Doolittle 
Lester- Danby 
l ~ Kennedy- Isaac 
i Frederick - Parker 
i 
:: :Jon's Phot~ 
• , 480g ~ A~ 
Tm ul-anl 
' Auto Glass ,,, Windshields J 
Specialists ,,, Glass Medic Repairs 
~ I.C.B.C. claims 
This space available to advertise 
your business or service centre! 
Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants todayl 
~ TERRACE STANDARDI 
l SERVING THE TERRACE AREA 
4647 Lazelle Avenue. 638-SAVE 
t ei ev  
SALON BARBER SHOP ESTHETICSv/J.n 
4644 Lakek~eAve., Terrace, B.C. 835-5727 or 835-4585 
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Under tne m ist:m z  e !! 
By GUNTER LENARDT fying nature. Birds were the ac- 
ln many American and Cana- tual propagators o f  the 
dian homes one can find among ' mistletoe. They ate the white 
other, holiday decorations the berries and also deposited some plant as unsafe, * 
mistletoe. It is said that it en- lost berries on the.branches of So, hang your mistletoe in  
courages kisses between lovers, other trees where, afterl a few your doorways. You may win a: 
Does the mistletoe ffect some days, tiny roots: emerged and kiss from a loved one during the :  
kind of magic? the plant was established: holiday season,  Mistletoe .'is' 
We havetogo more than two After the new moon, the  magic so why not stand under 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  : : •, i, : 
tihypertensive and sedative. ;:~ 
However, the U.S. Food and: '  ~ .  
Drug Administration lists this 
and the rainbow always touch 
your Shoulder." 
Druid priests entered the.forest the doorway? But, please, don't  
and harvested the mistletoe with overdo ittlt: : /  :: 
a golden sickle, some prieStS ,'Mayyour! moCcasiotSmake 
stayed below, catching the:fall- happy tracks in many snows 
ing sprigs in a white cloak. They 
Leave the 
This holiday 
season  let us  
do the driving, 
Sponsored by: ! 
City of Terrace 
Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine 
millenias back into history to 
find its origin. A rich tradition 
of plant lore originated with the 
Celts who lived in parts of 
France and England before the 
Romans invaded these parts of 
Europe. 
The Druids, the Celtic priests 
of that era, used all kinds of 
herbs, plants and trees in their 
rites; trees especially were the 
object of their veneration. 
Trees had to come to Man's 
defence when the imagined 
forces of darkness threatened to
overcome him. After the victory 
of the forests giants, so the 
Druidic folklore said, the 
Druids took the Celtic word for 
tree as their name and made 
trees the basis of their alphabet. 
One will find an example of 
Duidic folklore in the wiritng s 
of the Roman writer Pliny the 
Elder. He lived in the first cen- 
tury C.E. His many travels to 
the conquered territories enabl- 
ed him to learn about the 
mistletoe. He includes this plant 
in his famous columns. 
It was almost certain to in- 
terest the educated Romans as 
the mistletoe was the Golden 
• Bough of Virgil's Aeneid which 
was written less than a century 
before Pliny's work. The 
mistletoe, a strange parasite, 
has such singular habits that it 
elicited the Druid priests' wor- 
ship. 
I t  seemed to live its entire life 
aloft in the branches of trees, 
never descending to earth, a 
plants actual habitat, and so de- 
.took care not to let any cuttings 
touch the ground• as this would 
effect the loss of .their heaven- 
sent virtues. Later the magic 
crop was brewed , into a 
mysterious pot ion.  They 
'thought it held health-giving 
properties. Learning from 
them, the Romans decorated 
their halls with mistletoes when 
celebrating Saturnalia to honor 
their God of farming and 
celebrate the return of the sun 
about mid-December. 
However, early Christians did 
not use decorations of pagan 
origin until later when Christian 
priests exorcised and/or blessed 
herbs, plants and trees to fit 
Christian traditions and rites• 
This did not happen until the 
fourth century C.E. when 
Roman emperor Constantin 
became Christian. For many 
centuries and into the middle 
ages, Christians did not 
decorate their  homes with 
mistletoe, holly or even the 
Christmas tree. Later in the 
middle ages Christians started 
to hang up these formerly pagan 
decorations in the honor of 
Christ or as an: insurance 
against ills, witchcraft, disease, 
bad luck, and fire. This practice 
went on until the twentieth cen- 
tury, then it slowly faded away. 
American mistletoe has been 
used in folk medicine as an an- 
I The Canadian ,Diabetes 
' Association thanks all those 
who helped and donated to 
its November appeal. 
And, thanks to the can- 
vassers who took time to go 
out and collect. The total 
amount raised in Terrace for 
1990 was $6,209.01. 
The Honda raffle is now 
over and there were three 
$I00 prize winners from the 
northwest. 
The are Shianne Denny 
from New Hazelton, D. 
Murie from Terrace and T. 
Delaronde from Terrace. 
The Terrace branch, 
Canadian Diabetes Associa- 
tion 
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• Ucensed Premises 
1 '5: '~ H O U R S :  
Monday  
to  Saturday  
7 a.m: ' 8 :30  p.m. 
New Year's Eve t imetables available on bus 
No bus service on Dec. 25, 26 and Jan.1 
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at Home 
Free rides 
New Years Eve. 
HARDWARE DEPARTMENT 
CLEARANCE SAL 
DECEMBER 27- -  28 -  29 & 30 
ALL TOYS, GAMES, AND 
CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS 
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